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ABSTRACT
Results from the STS-I3(41-C) Shuttle entry flight are presented.
The entry trajectory was reconstructed from an altitude of 700 kft
through rollout on Runway 17 at EAFB. The anchor epoch utilized was
April 13, 1984 13hlm30_0 (46890_0) GMT. The final reconstructed in-
ertial trajectory for this flight is BT13M23 under user catalog 169750N.
Trajectory reconstruction and Extended BET development are discussed in
Section I and II, respectively. The NOAA "totem-pole" atmosphere ex-
tracted from the JSC/TRW BET was adopted in the development of the LaRC
Extended BET, namely STI3BET/UN=274885C. The Aerodynamic BET was gener-
ated on physical nine track reel NC0728 with a duplicate copy on NC0740
for back-up. Plots of the more relevant parameters from the AEROBET are
presented in Section III. Flight events (times) and mission profile data
are listed below for future reference:
time altitude
(sec from epoch) (kft)
Entry interface 382 400
Initial flight extraction 510 320
Maximum Mach number encountered 621 266
Mach 25 874 242
Mach 20 1134 220
Mach 15 1313 194
Mach i0 1469 170
Mach 5 1678 123
Mach 2 1857 77
Mach 1 1954 51
Main gear deployment 2178 --
Weight on Wheels (WOW) 2196 --
Weight on Nose Gear (WONG) 2212 --
stop time 2246 --
Section IV discusses the MMLE input files created for STS-13.
Appendices are attached which present spacecraft and physical constants
utilized (Appendix A), residuals by station and data type (Appendix B),
a two second spaced listing of trajectory and air data parameters
(Appendix C), and input and output source products for archival (Appen-
dix D).
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I. Entry Trajectory Reconstruction
l.a. Dynamic data
IMU2 was selectedas the dynamic data source for the STS-13
entry reconstruction. Figure I-i shows the dynamicdata time history
over five hundred(500)second intervalsstarting at 0 seconds {~700 kft).
Body axes rates and accelerationsderived from the IMU2 measuredAVM50
and quaternionsare plotted.
In terms of the total sensed AV magnitude,the tri-redundant
IMUs agreedvery well. IMUI and IMU2 agreed to within 0.52 fps while
IMU3 was within 0.31 fps of the other two. Mid-valueselection {percen-
tage of occurrences)for the various units are shown in the following
two tables:
AccelerometerComparisonsBased on 2233 Points
Percentagemid-valuemeasurement
IMUI IMU2 IMU3
AVXM50 1 56 43
AVYM50 9 27 64
AVZMso 1 72 27
Gyro ComparisonsBased on 2238 Points
Percentagemid-valuemeasurement
IMUI IMU2 IMU____33
Euler _ 28 31 41
Euler 0 18 39 43
Euler @ 45 16 39
Total angle,F 51 4 45
Total angular 32 35 33
rate,F
No clear choice is evidencedby these results. Arbitrarily,
IMU2 was selected. One data gap of ~4 secondswas detected in the Oper-
ational Instrumentation(OI) recordeddata which affectedboth the AVs
and quaternionsfor all three(3) IMUs. This gap starts at ~1941 seconds
from epoch. -I-
I.b. Tracking data
Tracking coverage for STS-13 consisted of an S-band pass from
Goldstone, eight(8) C-band radars, and five(S) cine-theodolite cameras
in the vicinity of Runway 17 at Edwards. S-band data from Hawaii were
also obtained via the GSFC, but these data were not utilized in the re-
construction process since there were no ranging measurements and only
limited Doppler data above 5 ° elevation angle. Tracking coverages are
depicted in Figures i-2 and I-3. Figure I-2 shows the entire ground
track for STS-13 with stations (complexes) as noted. Times and corres-
ponding altitudes at 500 s increments along the track are given. Figures
I-3a, I-3b, and I-3c show the detailed tracking coverage from entry to
CaliforniaC-band acquisition,CaliforniaC-band acquisitionto final
approach,and final approachto landing,respectively. Times, altitudes
and stationcoverageswith respect to the ground track are as shown.
Acronyms and locationsfor the STS-I3 trackersare given in Table I.
l.c. Reconstructionresults
The final BET solution for STS-13, BTI3M23,is presentedin
Table II. For comparison,the initial estimatefrom the onboardnaviga-
tion system, the JSC/TRWestimate and a state-onlyENTREE estimate are
also given. The excellentagreementbetween the JSC/TRW and LaRC/AMA
solutionsat epoch prevails,in general, throughoutthe entry trajectory.
Comparisonof the two ENTREE estimatesshow that a significantimprove-
ment in the fit to the trackingdata is achievedby expandingthe solution
set to includeaccelerometerscale factors. Although not to be inter-
preted as calibrationsof IMU2, the accelerometerscale factor estimates
given in Table II are in accord with the Io performancespecification
levels of 100 ppm along each axis. The weighted fit statisticsfor
BTI3M23,based on 6060 observations,are _w = -0.165 and ow = 1.193. A
summaryof the residuals,by stationand data type, is given in Table III.
Plots of the final residualsare given as Appendix B. Compositeresiduals
are includedin this section. The symbol key for the stations appearing
on the compositeplots is given as Figure 1-4. Compositerange, azimuth
and elevationresidualsare shown as Figure l-S, I-6, and 1-7, respectively.
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Comparisonsof the finalBETpositionand velocityafterroll-
out on Runway17 versuspost-landedsurveyvaluesaregivenbelow:
END CONDITIONSAT VEHICLE STOP (Runway#17 Coordinates)
Survey BTISM25
X, ft +10628 +10617
Y, ft 0 +I
h-hRw, ft +16 +15
X, fps 0 +0.02
l
Y, fps 0 -0.Ii
_, fps 0 +0.05
Figure I-8 presents plots of the BET during rollout on Runway
17. Surveyedvalues are depicted thereon. Vehicle stop occurs 2246
secondsafter epoch.
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TYPE STATION LATITUDE(GEOD.) LONGITUDEALT(Ai_E REF.) HODULUSSCALEI I6HT
HO. _ (DEG) (DEG) (FT) OFREFRACTII_ (M)
C-BANg,TPI_-18 2 KHTC 8.71950 167.71837 91.5700 N/A _A
C-BA_, TPQ-18 3 VDBC 34.66587 239.41865 203.5433 324. 7098.
THEODOLITE 4 THE08 34.99710 242.15591 2139.1400 NIA N/A
C-BANDr FPS-16 5 VDSC 34.58276 239.43853 1972.1457 307. 6737.
THEOI}OLITE 6 1TIEOI 34.91673 242.29058 2742.4000 N/A _A
THEODOLITE 8 THE09 34.94739 242.08924 2370.2200 N/A WA
C-BAND,FPS-16 9 FRCC 34.9_83 242.08856 2480.3478 290. 7745.
, C-_, r'P8-16 I0 EAFC 34.96962 242.06974 25"21.7192 290. 7726.
•_, THEODOLITE 11 THEO7 34.92839 242.23770 2378.5000 N/A WA
S-_/O, N-'S I2 8DSS 35.34221 243.12654 2994.4600 281. 7885.
C-BAt_D,FPQ-14 14 KPTC 21.57210 201.73343 931.40_) N/A WA
C-BA_, FPS-16 15 SIIFC 33.24771 240.47935 732.1500 320. 6951.
THEODOLITE 16 THEI5 34.89239 241.99087 2696,6400 NIA N/A
C-BAND,FPS-16 20 EFTC 34.97046 242.06858 2540.2200 290. 7717.
Table I. STS-13 station locations and refraction data.
EPOCH: 4/13/84 13h01m30s (46890s) GMT
DATA TYPES: S-band, 1 radar (GDSS)
C-band, 8 radars (KMTC, KPTC, VDBC, VDSC, SNFC, FRCC, EAFC, EFFC)
Cine-theodolite, 5 cameras (THEOI, THEO7, THEO8, THEO9, THEI5)
5° elevationangleconstrainton C, S-band;No constrainton theodolite
NOTE: Hawaii S-band data not used because of sparse, low elevation coverage
Parameter InitialEstimate,NAV JSC/TRW BTI3M22(I) FinalSolution,BTI3M23(2)
VR, fps 24269.8 24269.3 24271.6 24269.024
YR' deg -2.034 -2.036 -2.029 -2.0359283
_R' deg 59.723 59.723 59.724 59.723345
699611.72
!
hD, ft 698176 699510 696311i
_D' deg -1.283 -1.302 -1.303 -1.3012990
X, deg 150.044 150.012 150.007 150.01312
deg 57.721_see 57.719 57.663 57.6600474,
8, deg 35.1562Appendix| 35.098 35.079 35.084154






(2)state and accelerometer scale factors {ASFX, ASFy, ASFz (ppm) = +iSl, +43, +15}
Table II. STS-13 solution and comparisons.
OBSERVATIONSTATISTICSBASEDONFINALSTATE
STATION OBSERVATIONOBSERVATIO_ AVERAGE AVERAGE STANDARD _IGflTED
NO. NAME TYPE ACCEPTED WEIGHT.RES. RESIDUAL STAND.DEV. STAND.DEV.
2 KNTCRAt/fiE 33OF 33 .14360315E.01 .43162079E+02 .69091119E.02.229617SOE+0'.,
2 KHTEAZINUTH 35OF 35 -.63507418E+00-.72774140E-02 .14755917E-01.12876967E_0i
2 KHTCELEVATION36OF 36 .68765455E+00 .93771138E--02.12841870E-01.10260081E+01
3 VDBCRANGE i79OF 179 .50418422E+00 .15284884E+02 .28847237E+02.94579771E+00
3 _1_ AZIHUTH 201OF 201 .92204027E-01 .10565803E--02 .7903995"7E-02 .6897S3_E+00
3 VDBCELEVATION200OF 200 -.40473678E+00-.59420154E-02 .5,5339827E-02.3455190_+00
4 THE08AZI/fJTHI01OF I01 -.%664529E+00 -.55384696E-02 .44381177E-02.77459766E+(_0
4 THE08ELEVATIONI01OF I01 .55899779E+00 .32028214E-02 .43241099E-02 .7546995_+C_
5 UDSCRANGE 164OF 164 -.I1295458E+01-.34161799E.02 .29940402E+02 .98450695E+00
5 VDSCAZIMUTH 196OF 196 .30140682E+00 .34538677E-02 .14014205E-01.12229701E+01
5 VI_ ELEVATION197OF 197 -.16425"562E+01-.23532508E-01 .138942,14E-01.77830_60E+00
6 THEOIAZIMUTH 141OF 141 -.17534938E+00-.I0046779E-02 .28480631E-02.49708077E+C:0
6 TFEO1ELEVATION141OF 141 .3_663,527E+00 .20433696E-02 .25141033E-02 .43979381E._0
8 THE09AZIMUTH 137OF 137 -.32852125E.00-.18822881E-02 .3%39594E-02 .6918_.14_+00
8 THE09ELEVATION137OF 137 -.18208203E-01 -.1043253_--03 .21573215E-02 .376S2363E._;
9 FRCCRANGE 247OF 247 -.I0410587E+00-.30805330E+01 .26218759E_02 ._t_576?_IE_
9 FRCCAZI_TH 258OF 258 .17873794E.00 .20481859E-02 .18507270E-01 .1615%_9E+0!
9 FRCCELEVATION267OF 267 .56972462E+00 .65391549E-02 .15801736E-01,I_90_+0_
10 EAFCRANGE 262OF 262 -.14904674E+01 -.45014800E+02 .31'147478E+02 .IO_I?E_.O!
I0 EAFCAZINUTH 269OF 269 -.74226143E+00-.85056895E--02.21814643E-0!.I_O_9_TE_(_
I0 EAFCELEVATION281OF 281 .41805010E.00 .49747786E-02 .15404607E-01.12778580E+01
11 THE07AZIMUTH 107OF 107 -.22005444E+00 -.1260BI91E-02 .29502514E--02 ,Sl_?I60L:.._O_
II THE07ELEVATION107OF 107 -.71266067E+00-.40832449E-02 .28604807E-02.4,_24BO6E+O,j
12 GDSSRANGE 149OF 149 .2752S285E-01 .27027852E.00 .47208022E+01 .419S63,31E+¢,3
12 GDSSDOPPLER148OF 148 .77467031E-01 .78053777E-01 .60127330E+00 .60015389E+0O
12 GDSSX-ANOLE 149OF 149 -.3434B604E+O0-.51141591E-02 .96942046E-02.69S96922E.0_
12 GPSSY_LE 148OF 148 -.28155379E+00-.32283256E-02 .97971981E-02 .85461347E+0,_
14 KPTCRAt_ 116OF 116 .30043012E+00 .90630862E+01 .29379206_+02 .964_031E+0_,
I4 KPTCAZIMUTH 141OF 141 .55003935E+00 .63029867E--02 .62020180E-02 .,54122817E+GJ_
14 KPTCELEVATION142OF 142 .71865561E+00 .I0015243E-01 .93'7_]84E-02 .65575295.E_(,,_
15 _ RANGE 148OF 148 -.75651867E+00-.22924288E+02 .250_%51E+02 .824205_C:_
15 SNFCAZIMUTH 174OF 174 .84224559E-01 .96514235E--03 .517740,18E--02 .45!81_._C_-',
IS SNFCELEVATION175OF 175 -.I0591441E+01-.15829305E-01 .84250029E-02 ._1691_,'_0
16 THEI5AZIMUTH I01OF I01 -.12370451E+00-.70877465E-03 .IIB78279E-02.20731_CK_
16 THEI5ELEVATIONI01OF I01 -.64498836E+00-.36955111E-02 .170'JSO62E-02.277_9_E+r_
20 EFFCRAN6E 186OF 1136 .33903389E+00 .10237640E+02 .40670793E+02 .134_.S'.._E+01
20 EFFCAZINUTH 186OF 186 .12592004E+00 .14'129374E-02.16925130E-01.1_7_976_E_01
20 EFFCELEVATION199OF 199 -.15118835E+00-.25260372E-02 .17427704E-01.141_!S_+OI
TOTALWEIGIf[EDFITSTATISTICS---NOBS= 6060 WGT.MEAN= -.16b'31B25E+O0WGT.STD.DEV.= ._192_?€{Z_01
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(a) Entry to California C-band acquisition.
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Figure 1-6. STS-13(41C) composite azimuth residuals.
Figure I-7. STS-13(41C) co;_,po_iteelevation residua]s.
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FigureI-8. Rolloutpositionandvelocityplotsfor STS-13.
II. Extended BET
Receipt of the remote atmospheric data at LaRC was later than usual.
In the interim, the JSC/TRW BET had been received and the NOAA "totem-
pole" atmosphere utilized therein reformatted as a LAIRS file. The NOAA
data, apart from some of the more sharper curvature shown in Figure II-I
and II-2 for the CN derived density, seemingly provided for an excellent
density profile. Winds during the subsonic regime were also deemed
proper by comparing same with that expected from the Rockwell post flight
side-probe measurements. Prior to adopting these data, several LaRC files
were evaluated. The first three LAIRS files were entirely too dense at
altitude near 250 kft. The last LAIRS file, STI3MEY, had structure simi-
lar to the NOAA data throughout though an additional five(5) percent data
base overprediction would have been implied. Thus, the NOAA data were
adopted. The LAIRS formatted version of the NOAA data is NOAAI3/UN=581199C.
This file was merged with the inertial BET (BTI3M23) to create the Extended
BET (STISBET/UN=274885C).
Ambient atmospheric parameters presented, plotted over the lowermost
400 kft, are temperature (Figure II-3), density (Figure II-4), pressure
(Figure II-5), and winds (Figure II-6). More details on the wind_;e,_-
countered during subsonic flight are given in Figures II-7 through il-9.
Alternate wind measurements used for subsonic wind evaluation _¢ere
available from four jimsphere balloons deployed over a 5-hour interval
about landing (L). The winds obtained from each of these balloons are
shown in Figure II-7. Wind magnitude, direction and horizontal components
are illustrated. The highest altitude for which winds were available is
h~26 kft, as measured by the L-I_ hr balloon (B3). Furthermore, winds
from the most timely balloon (B4), launched at L + 15 minutes, were only
available to h~16 kft. A three-minute dropout in the coverage from B2,
launched at L-3 hours, resulted in the loss of wind measurements in the
interval 16 kft<h<20 kft. The segmented coverage from B2 is designated
B2A and B2B on Figure II-7.
The Rockwell post-flight calibrated ADS file was also utilized as
an independent source of wind information for STS-13. Estimated winds,
batch and deterministic, derived using the ADS file and the inertial I_ET,
are shown together with the most timely jimsphere winds (B4, Bit ani _he
-20-
NOAA winds as Figure II-8. For altitudes below ~20 kft there is fairly
good agreement among all sources. Throughout the interval 20 kft<h<40
kft, the magnitude of the NOAA winds is ~I0 fps less than the estimates
obtained from the side-probe data. Equivalently, these differences are
shown in Figure II-9. Plots of the differences between the side-probe
air data measurements (_,B , VT) and the BET computed values based on
the NOAAwinds are shown thereon. Since the level of agreement in the
air relative quantities is considered acceptable, the NOAA winds were
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Fig.II-9,STS-13 ADP Differences, ST13ADS-ST13BET
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III. Aerodynamic BET
The AEROBET was generated for STS-13 using the previously discussed
Extended BET and the OI data (25 Hz source data on 0I-2 (NT0851) refor-
matted and output at 1Hz time synchronous with the BET on NX0683). In
the time interval of 1943<t<1945 an apparently erroneous body flap posi-
tion was indicated. Apart from these channels, the remainder of the OI
data were missing therein. Since the deflection implied control surface
rates which are unachievable, these data were deleted. The data were
held stale across this gap conforming to the ~0° deflection recorded on
either side. The AEROBET output was written to nine-track reel NC0728
with a back-up (duplicate) reel provided as NC0740.
The remainder of this Section presents plots of the more important
trajectory, configuration, and performance parameters from the STS-13
AEROBET. Twenty-six (26) figures are presented. Altitude versus time
is presented as Figure III-l. Altitude rate, dynamic pressure, and Math
number are given versus both time and altitude as Figures III-2, III-3,
and III-4, respectively. Vbar_ versus altitude is presented as Figure
III-5. Air relative attitude angles (angle-of-attack, u; side-slip angle,
_; and roll angle, _) are shown versus time, Mach, and altitude in the
next three figures. The plot versus Mach number (Figure III-7) shows a
shaded region of u ranges determined by the previous ten(10) Shuttle
flights as information for comparison.
Spacecraft dynamics (body rates and accelerations derived from IMU2
measurements) are next given versus Mach (Figure III-9) and altitude
(Figure III-10). Plots of these parameters versus time were presented
in Section I of this report. It is noted that the dynamic data plot
versus altitude (Figure III-10) only covers the lowermost 400 kft.
Control surface deflection profiles are presented versus time, Mach,
and altitude as Figures III-ll through Ill-13, respectively. Again, for
comparison purposes and to facilitate future analyses, the plots versus
Mach number show (as shaded regions) the range of longitudinal control
effectors generated over the first ten flights. Some additional positive
(downward) elevon and positive (downward) body flap opportunities are
suggested thereon.
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To complete the configuration plots presented, Figure 111-14
through 111-16 are given which show RCS activity versus time, Mach,
and altitude for STS-13.
Performance comparisons are next presented. Flight and predicted
parameters (with ± variations superimposed about the predicts) are pre-
sented. Results are presented versus Mach number (2<M<30) for L/D
(Figure III-17a), CL (Figure III-19a), CD (Figure III-21a) and pitching
moment (Figure III-2S at the flight c.g.). Expanded plots versus Mach
number (M<2) for L/D, CL, and CD are given as Figure III-17b, Figure
III-19b, and Figure III-21b, respectively. Figures III-18 a and b are
L/D plots versus altitude conforming to the same two Mach ranges. Simi-
larly, CL and CD comparisons versus altitude are presented as Figures
III-20 (a and b) and Figures III-22 (a and b).
Percentage equivalents of the performance comparisons previously
discussed are given as Figures III-23 (a and b) versus Mach number and
Figures III-24 (a and b) versus altitude. Again, the Mach plots have
superimposed thereon ensemble statistics representative of the first ten
flight experience. No major differences are suggested by the STS-13
results. The percentage equivalent of the pitching moment difference
curve is given in Figure III-26. Here, the percentage difference is
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Figure ]1I-9. STS-13 dynamic data vs. Mach
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Figure m-10. STS-13 dynamic data vs. altitude 
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Figure Ll]-12. $TS-13 control surfaces vs. Mach
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Figure m-18b. STS-13 L/D comparisons vs. altitude
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Figure TrI-21b. STS-13 drag comparisons vs. Mach
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IV. MMLE Input File Generation (GTFILEs)
MMLE input files were generated for STS-I5 maneuver analyses. Man-
euver activity during this flight is summarized as Table IV herein.
GTFILEs were generated using the IMU2 data as well as the ACIP data
though, for the latter as was the case for STS-II, RGA yaw rate data
were incorporated due to the loss of ACIP measurements in that channel.
Files created are on nine-track reels NC0760 (based on IMU2) and NC0757
(replacing IMU2 measurements with the merged, rectified, ACIP and RGA
data). The extent of bias removal for rectification of these latter data
is shown as Figures IV-I. Here, I00 second sub-interval biases (relative
to the more accurate IMU data) were computed. These plots start at
t = 300 seconds from epoch (h~458 kft), i.e., well above appreciable
signal in the accelerometry. Annotated on each sub-figure are the
ensemble mean (Vavg) over the entire time span as well as an estimate
in the variation (io) of the mean difference over the arc. It is worthy
of note that the input OI file, NT0831, had the previously discussed
erroneous body flap deflection for 1943<t<1945. For the GTFILE develop-





HR MIN SEC SECS FROM EPOCH TYPE DURATION (SECS)
13 Ii 30 600 PTI-I, lat @ q~6 8
13 ii 37.5 607.5 PTI-I, long @ q~7 9
13 12 17 677 lat, 6A @ q~13 6
13 13 18 738 PTI-2, long @ q~20 12
13 13 29 749 PTI-2, lat @ q~20 8
13 18 45.5 1035.5 PTI-3, long 12
13 18 57 1047 PTI-3, lat 8
13 21 8 1178 PTI-4, lat 7
13 21 16.5 1186.5 PTI-4, long 7
13 23 3.5 1293.5 BRB S
13 23 27 1317 BRE 9
13 23 50 1340 incidental; 2,3 jets 5
13 23 57 1347 PTI-5, lat 5
13 24 6 1356 PTI-5, long 4
13 26 5 1475 incidental; 2,4 jets 5
13 27 3.5 1533.5 BRB 5
13 27 22 1552 BRE 4
13 27 42 1572 incidental, lat 5
13 28 8 1598 incidental, lat 9
13 29 43.5 1693.5 PTI-7, lat 9
13 29 51 1701 PTI-7, long 4
13 30 37 1747 BRB 3
13 30 51.5 1761.5 BRE 3
13 31 15.5 1785.5 PTI-8, lat 16
13 31 18 1788 incidental, long 8
13 32 Ii 1841 PTI-9, lat @ M~2.1 14
13 32 34 1864 incidental, long 6BF 16
13 33 30 1920 PTI-10, lat 14
13 33 44 1934 PTI-10, long 5
13 33 49 1939 incidental, lat 4
13 35 6 2016 incidental, long 14
13 35 43 2053 incidental, long 4
13 35 50 2060 incidental, long 6
13 35 58 2068 incidental, long i0
13 36 32 2102 incidental, long S
13 36 49 2119 incidental, long 7
NOTES: BRB Bank Reversal Beginning
BRE Bank Reversal Ending
PTI Programmed Test Input
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+++++IMd NBP i ATTITUD_ INFORMATIOn+++++































+++.+IMU NBR 2 ATTITUDE INFORMATION+++++








,,°NAV _AS_ TU SIC BODY
• _8291657E+00 ,3656_364F-03 -°18408337E+00
-,379354_0E-03 .99999993E+O0 -.39375571E-04
,IR408334E+O0 ,I085356GE-03 .98291663E.O0



















+++..IMU NBR 3 ATTITUDE INFORMATION+++++

































Polar Radius: 20,855,591.48 ft _
Equatorial Radius: 20,925,741.47 ft
Rotational Rate: .7292115147E-4 rad/sec
Gravity Model







Altitude: 2090.ft (above ellipsoid)
Geodetic Latitude: 34.930885 deg
Longitude: 242.163116 deg
Azimuth: 190.072211 deg
Location of IMU relative to center-of-gravity in Body coordinates




Spacecraft aerodynamic reference parameters
Reference Area 2690 ft 2
Span 78.057 ft
Chord 39.567 ft
Average Attitude Computations @ Epoch (46890 sec)
IMUI IMU2 IMU3 _ o
_(deg) 57.7200 57.6923 57.7515 57.7212 0.0296
O(deg) 35.1351 35.1880 35.1451 35.1560 0.0281
#(deg) -3.9511 -3.9290 -3.8638 -3.9146 0.0454
TABLE A-2.
Planet and Spacecraft Data Used for
BTI3M23 , STI3BET, and AEROBET Generation
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Weight and Center-of-Gravity(c.g.) Location
EVENT TIME WEIG_ XCG YCG ZCG
(sec from epoch) (Ibs) (inches in Orbiter Structural Reference)
EI 382 198152.8 1101.5 -0.i 371.6
M3 1795 197232.8 1099.7 -0.1 371.0
Landing 2196 197057.8 1101.3 -0.I 368.2
Momentsand Productsof Inertia
EVENT IXX Iyy IZZ Ixy IXZ Iyz
El 898841.0 6661184.6 6959391.5 -4672.6 150451.1 -1587.8
M3 893656.5 6626678.4 6926881.1 -4510.0 140370.1 -1585.2
Landing 922665.4 6644962.1 6920668.1 -4319.4 134901.7 -1592.0
NOTES
EI values assumed at epoch
Mach 3 values held constant until gear deploy (t=2178),
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Fig. B-3. Sm.oothed resid'Utlls 'U87'S11S time for VDBC
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Fig. 8-4. Smoothed residuals 'Versus time for VDSC
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RESIDUALS WEIGHTED RESIDUALS
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Fig. B-9 • S'lTlDothed residuals wrst&S time for GDSS -89-
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APPENDIXC
Listing of ST13BET air relative parameters
@ 2.0 sec
(t, h, VA, YA' _A' °A' BA' CA' MA' qA)
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LARC"EXTENDED" BET HEADER RECORD
,,,DESCRIPTIVE DATA (_8-WDRDS )
STI_BET USING NOAAl_(6184)_INERTIAL-BT1_M_NX0681 DYN, DATA,
8_0_1_ 2286 STS-I_ INERTIAL BET IBTI_M2_I (TREF-_6890)
I_ITIAL CONDITIONS FROMARHQLKY (ESOLVE) _-2_-B4
IMU NBR 2 EA SEQ i (TAPE NL02_9)
S_C-BAND_ THEODOLITE_ NO PSEUDO DATA
SOLUTION SET--STATE_ ACCELEROMETER SCALE FACTORS
,,.LABELS AND UNITS FOR DATA ITEMS
( I) TIME SEC ( 2) VEL A FT/SEC ( 3) GA_ A DEG
( _} HDG A DEG ( 5) ALTDE FEET ( 6) LATD DEG
( 7) LONG DEG ( 8) SIGMAA DEG ( 9) BETA A DEG
( 10} ALPHAA DEG ( 11) YAW E DEG ( 12) PTCH E DEG
( 13) ROLL E DEG ( I_) U FTISEC ( 15) V FTISEC
( lb) W FTISEC { 17) VEL R FT/S_C ( 18) GAM R DEG
( 19) HDG R DEG ( 20) SIGMAR DEG ( 21) BETA R DEG
( 22) ALPHAR DEG ( 2_) U-WIND FT/SEC { 2_) V-WIND FT/SEC
, ( 25) W-WIND FT/SEC ( 26) SIG-VA FT/SEC ( 2?) SIG-GA DEG
' ( 28} SIG-HA DEG ( 2g) SIG-H FEET ( 30) SIG-LA DEG
( _1) SIG-LO DEG ( 32) SIG-SA DEG ( 33) SIG-BA DEG
( _) SIG-AA DEG ( _5) SIG-YE DEG ( _6) SIG-PE DEG
( _7) SIG-RE DEG ( _8) SIG-U FT/SEC ( _q) SIG-V FTISEC
( _O) SIG-W FTISEC ( _i) MACH A NONE ( _2) MACH R NONE
( _3) PINF PSF ( _} TEMP DEG PANKIN ( _5} RHO SLUGSIFT3
( _) Q A PSF ( _T) Q R PSF ( _8) PSTAG PSF
( k9) P DEGISEC ( 50) Q DEGISEC ( 51) R DEGISEC
( 52} X ACCEL FTISECISEC ( 53) Y ACCEL FTISECISEC ( 54} Z ACCEL FTISECISEC
( 551 CXB NONE ( 55) CYB NONE ( 57) CZB NONE
( 58) CL NONE ( 5g) CD NONE ( 50) LID NONE
( 51) CL-RDLL NONE ( 52) CM-PITCH NONE ( 53) CN-YAW NONE
( 6_) PDOT DEGISEC2 ( _5} QDOT DEGISEC2 ( 66) RDOT DEGISEC2
•,,NUMERICAL DATA
ISERNO I NWDS 66 IUNITS 2
EPOCH _. ,k6890000E+05 RADE ,20925?_IE+08 RADP ,20855591E+08 OMEGA ,72921151E-0_
$T13BET USING NOAA13(blB4)_INERYIAL-BT13M23_NX0681 DYN. DATA, PAGE 1
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
0,0 699611,7 24269.0 -2.036 59.723 -3.209 -,314 37,169 19,131 .011
2,0 697884,3 24271.2 -2,035 59,721 -2,841 -,218 37,360 19,133 .011
4,0 696158,0 24273.3 "2,033 59,718 -2.481 -,127 37,559 iq,134 ,011
b,O 694432.8 24275.4 -2.032 59.716 -2.115 -.035 37.770 19,13b .011
8,0 692708.? 24277.6 -2,031 59.714 -1,767 ,060 37,988 19,138 .011
I0.0 690985,7 24279,7 -2,030 59.712 -1.411 .152 38.215 19,139 .011
12,0 b89263.8 24281,8 -2,028 59,710 -1,065 ,253 38.446 19.141 .011
14,0 687543,1 24284.0 -2.027 59.709 -.716 ,356 38.690 19,143 .011
16,0 685823,5 24286,1 _2,026 59,707 -,375 ,454 38,940 19,144 .011
18,0 684105,0 24288,2 -2.024 59.706 -.038 ,563 39,186 19,146 ,011
20,0 682387,8 24290,4 -2,023 59,705 ,297 ,664 39._02 19,148 ,Oll
22.0 680671.7 24292.5 "2.022 59,704 ,631 ,775 39,572 19,149 .011
24.0 678956,8 24294,6 -2,020 59.703 ,951 .876 39,723 19,151 .011
26,0 677243.1 24296.7 -2,019 59,702 1,274 .98_ 39,869 19,153 ,011
28,0 675530.7 24298,8 -2,017 59.701 1.591 I,I04 40.014 19,154 .011
30,0 673819.4 24301,0 -2.016 59,701 1,909 1,213 40,178 19,156 ,011
32,0 b72109,3 24303,1 -2.015 59,700 2,221 1.326 40,333 19,158 .011
34,0 670400,6 24305.2 -2.013 59.700 2,535 1.443 40.454 19,159 ,011
36,0 668693,0 24307,3 -2.012 59.700 2,832 1.554 40,594 19.161 ,011
38,0 666986,7 24309,4 -2.010 59,700 3,142 1,672 40,734 19,163 ,011
40.0 665281.6 24311.6 -2'009 59.700 3.354 1,707 40.905 lq,lb4 ,011
42,0 663577,8 24313,7 -2,007 59,701 3.457 1.640 41,098 19,166 ,011
44.0 661875.3 24315,8 -2,006 59.701 3.561 1,578 41,264 19.168 ,Oll
46.0 660174,1 24317,9 .... L2'O0_ ...... 59,702 3.570 1.431 41,438 19,169 ,011
48,0 658474,3 24320,0 "2,003 59.703 3.569 1,268 41.600 19,171 .011
50,0 656775.7 24322,1 -2,001 59,704 3.569 1.109 41.744 19.173 ,011
52.0 655078,5 24324,2 .....U2,000 ....59,705 3,562 ,949 41.898 19,174 ,011
54,0 653382,6 24326,3 -i,998 59,70b 3,566 ,791 42.057 19,176 ,011
56.0 651688,0 24328,4 ....-1.997 59,708 3.562 ,632 42.228 19.178 ,011
58,0 649994,8 24330'5 .....&1'995 59,709 3.551 ,472 42,397 19,179 ,011
STI3BET USING NOA_I3(6784-)_-INERTIAL-BTI3M23,NX068I DYN• DATA• PAGE 2 * .....
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA STGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (F P__.)..........( D EG):..... (DEG) _ (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) {PSF)
60.0 648303.0 2_332 •6 -i •994 59•711 3•541 .307 42•360 19.181 •011
62.0 646612•7 24334.7 "1.992 59•713 3.530 •140 42•301 19•183 •011
64.0 644923.7 24336,8 ....... _i-'990-- 59•715 3.521 -.020 42•260 19•184 .011
66.0 643236.1 24338•9 -1•989 59•717 3•497 -•184 42•231 19.186 •011
68•0 641549.9 24341-.0 -1.987 59.719 3.482 -•3_3 42.200 19.188 •011
70o0 639865•1 24343,i ........._I,986 .... 59,722 3,_61 -,511 42.182 19•189 ,011
72.0 638181.7 24345•2 -1.984 59.724 3.433 -.667 42•171 19.191 .011
74.0 636499•7 24347•3 -1.982 59•727 3•409 -•843 42•175 19•193 •011
76.0 634819.2 24349'3........_I•98i 59'730 3•381 -•999 42•179 19,194 •Oil
78,0 633140.1 2_351•4 -1.979 59.733 3.346 -1.166 42.197 19•196 •Oil
80.0 631462•5 24353•5 -I•977 59•736 3•317 -i•338 42•221 19•197 •Oil
82.0 629786•4 24355•6 -i,976 59•739 3•263 -1•518 42•259 19•199 .011
. 84.0 628111.7 24357•7 -1.974 59•744 3.752 -•729 42.378 19•201 .011
86.0 626438•7 24359•8 -1.972 59•747 2.825 •072 42 263 19 202 OIl
• • •
, 88.0 624767.3 24361.9 -I_970 59.751 i,216 -,064 42.008 19.204 .011
90.0 623097.5 24364.0 -1.968 59.754 .197 -o152 41.663 19.206 .011
92.0 621429.3 2_366oi -1.966 59.758 -.618 -.251 41o331 19o207 .011
94o0 619762.5 24368,2 .....-i.965......59.763 -i.283 -o322 41.024 19o209 .011
96o0 618097.3 24370•3 - -I.963 59o767 -Io640 -o356 40.761 19o211 .011
98.0 616433.7 24372.4........TI•96! 59.771 -1.833 -.359 40.50_ 19.212 DOll
i00,0 614771.6 24374o4 -io959 59.776 -io782 -.256 40.293 19.214 .011
102.0 613111,1 24376 5 -io958 59,781 -I._I0 -.221 40,093 19.216 oOll
i04o0 611452•1 2_378o5......rlo956 59.786 -1•420 -o154 39.907 19o217 .011
i06o0 609794•8 24380.6 -io954 59o791 -1,222 -,084 39,729 19o219 .011
108.0 608139,0 24382,6 -io952 59,796 -I,033 -.017 39.556 19.220 .011
llOoO 606484,8 24384o7 "I,950 59o801 -o845 ,048 39o395 19.222 ,011
112.0 604832,2 24386j8......._i g_8.....59o807 -o656 ,I12 39o246 19,22_ ,011
I16o0 603181,3 24388.8 -Io947 59o813 -o477 .181 39o102 19,225 oOll
i16o0 601532o0 24390o9 -I,945 59.818 -.297 .236 38o989 19.227 .011
I18,0 599884"o3 2439"2._ ........Ui ,_ .........59o824" -o122 ,296 38o952 19.229 •011
* ST13BET USING NOAAI3(6/84),iQER_TIAL_BT13M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA, PAGE 3 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) -(FPS} .....iDEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {-) ._ (PSF)
120.0 598238.1 2_3o5,0 -i,9_I 59,831 .0_I ,351 39.076 19,230 ,011
122.0 596593,7 2_397,1 "1,939 59,837 ,204 .399 39,202 19.232 .011
12_,0 594950,9 ....Z4399.-I......._I_937 ........59,8%3 " .360 .446 39,337 19,233 .011
126.0 593309.8 2_401,1 -1.935 59,850 ._82 ,383 39,_7_ 19,235 ,011
128,0 591670,_ 2_403,2 -1,933 59.857 .606 ,315 39.627 19,237 .011
130.0 590032'6 ........_4_-0"_2 -1.931 .....59.863 ,726 "" .2_0 39,780 19.238 .011
132,0 588396,6 Z-4_07,2 -Li.930 59.870 ,8_9 ,177 39,952 19,_0 ,011
13_,0 586762,3 2_409,3 ....._i.927 59,878 .969 .ii0 _0,130 19,2_I ,011
138,0 583498.9 2_4i3,3...... -i,92% 59.893 1.276 ,306 %0.%97 19.245 .011
I_0,0 581869,8 z_15.4 ....-i.9_2 59.900 1,376 ,_0 _0,70_ 19.2_6 ,011
142.0 580242,5-_4417-_4 .......Zl._g ......591,908 1,112 ,226 _0,966 19,248 ,011
144,0 578616.9 2_419,4 -1.917 59.916 ,850 .013 _i.189 19,2_9 ,011
I
146.0 576993,2 2_21.4 -i.915 59,92_ ,597 ._.-,191 _1,308 19,251 .011
, I_8,0 575371,3 '24 423 ,4 ........ Zi'.9i 3....... 59' 932 ,_69 -,281 41,292 19,253 ,011
150.0 573751,3 2_25,_ --I,911 59.9_I ,417 -,28_ _i,186 19,25_ ,011
152.0 572133.1 2_427.5 ........_i,909 59,9%9 ,372 -,280 _1.087 19,256 .011
15_.0 570516,7 -_429_5 ..........--i 907 59,958 ,322 -,281 _I,00_ 19.257 ,011
156.0 568902,2 2_431.5 "-1.905 59,967 ,27_ -,288 _0,925 19,259 .Oll
158.0 567289,_ 2_433,5 -i,903 59,976 ,216 -,28_ _0,861 19,261 ,011
160.0 565678,5 Z_35_5 .......-1.901 59.985 .16_ -.291 _0.803 19.262 .011
IbZ,O 564069.5 2%437,5 -1.899 59,99_ .I01 -.296 %0.759 19.264 ,Oll
16_,0 562_62..,3...2_f.3.%,..5 ...... -]...,896 ......._.0.,003 " ... ,036 -°307 @0,712 . .19,265 ,011
166,0 560857,0 2_i,5 -i,89_ 60,013 -,022 -,300 _0,679 19,267 ,011
168,0 559253;6-- _4_3_ ......--I,392 60,023 -,090 -,315 _0,658 19,268 .011
170,0 557652,0 2_4_5,5 -i.890 60,033 -,157 -,316 _0,637 19,270 ,011
172,0 556052,_ ....24_7,5---......ii.888 '60,0_3 -,233 -.326 _0,639 19.272 .011
17_.0 55_5_,6 2_4_9.5 -1-.886 60,053 -,313 -.331 " _0,6_0 19,273 ,011
176,0 552858,7 24451,5"" -I,883 60,063 -,391 -,345 40,645 . 19,275 ,011
178,0 551264_-8 ....._'_,'4 .........._'_8_-i ....... 60",-074 -,470 -,346 40,664 19,276 ,011
w ST13BET USING NDAA13(618__°tNE_T_AL,BT13M23,NX0681 DYN• DATA• PAGE 4 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS).... {DEG)..........(DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-) (PSF)
180•0 549672,9 2_455.4 -1.879 60.084 -.552 -.360 40.692 19,278 •011
182.0 548082,8 24457,4 -1•877 60,095 -•6_2 -•373 40•731 19•279 •011
184.0 5_6494.8 24459.'4"- -i.875 60•I0_ -•725 -.380 40•772 19•281 •011
186,0 5_908.6 24461•_ -1.872 60.117 -•820 -.39_ 40•822 19.282 •Oll
188.0 543324•5 2_463.3 -i•870 60.128 -.916 -.410 40•882 19,28_ •011
190.0 541742•4 24465•3 -i.868....60•140 -i•014 -•420 40.877 19,286 .011
192,0 540162.3 2_467.3 -1.865 60.151 -1.036 -•354 40•836 19•287 •011
194.0 5_8584•3 24469•2 -1.863 60•163 -.924 -•176 40•765 19.289 •Oll
196,0 537008.2 24471.2 -1.861....60.175 -.817 .014 40.702 19•290 •011
198.0 535434.2 24473•1 -1•858 60.187 -,706 ,203 40.649 19.292 •011
200.0 533862.1 24475.1 -1.856 60.199 -,624 .286 40•595 19•293 .011
202.0 532292.2 24477,0 -1.854 60.211 -.594 .195 40,552 19,295 •011
204.0 530724.2 24479.0 -i.85i 60.224 -•553 •ii4 40.522 i9.296 •011
' 206 0 529158•3 24481.0 -i 849 60.236 - 519 •033 40.494 I9•298 Oll" •
0 208 0 527594 5 24482•9" -1.847 60 249 .492 -•055 40,481 19.299 •011
0 • • • _ •
' 210.0 526032,8 24484.9 -1.844 60.262 -.463 -,136 40.472 19.301 .011
212,0 52_473.1 24486.8 -i,842 60,275 -.436 -,222 40.466 19.303 .011
214.0 522915.5 24488,7 -1'840 60.288 -.409 -,301 40,475 19.304 ,011
216,0 521360,0 24490,7 -i,837 60,301 -,357 -,241 40,487 19,306 ,Oll
218.0 519806.7 24492.6 -1.835 60,315 -,269 -.060 40.511 19.307 •011
220.0 518255.5 24494,5.......-i,832- 60,329 -,193 .i18 40.541 19,309 .011
222.0 516706.3 24496,5 -I,830 60,3_3 -.i12 .303 40.575 Ig.310 .011
224.0 515159,3 24498.4 -1.827 60.356 -.088 .289 40.622 19.312 .011
226.0 513614,5 24500.3 .... -i,825 60,370 -,i15 .053 40.670 i9,313 .011
228.0 51207I.8 24502.3 -i,822 60,385 -.I55 -.I88 40.725 I9.315 .011
230.0 510531.3 24504.2 -I.820 60,399 -.I20 -,146 40,789 I9,316 ,Oil
232.0 508993.0 24506,i...."i.817" 60.414 -.053 .026 40.854 19,318 .011
23 .0 507456.9 24508.0 "1.815 60,429 .010 .200 40.872 19.319 .011
236.0 505923.0 24509.9 -1.812 60,444 .075 .375 40,828 19.321 ,011
238.0 504391,3 24511,8 _ "I,810 60.458 .052 ,239 40.795 19.322 .011
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6/84)_INERTIAL-BTI3M23_NX0681DYN. DATA, PAGE 5
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC} (FT} (FPS} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG} (DEG) (-} (PSF)
2%0.0 502861,8 2%513.7 -1.807 60.474 .005 .006 %0.769 19,324 .011
242.0 501334.5 2%515,6 -1.805 60.489 -.036 -,218 %0.751 19.325 .011
244.0 499809,4 24517.5 -1.802 60.505 ,184 ,053 40,753 19,327 ,011
2%6.0 498286.6 24519.4 -1.800 60.520 ,324 ,312 40,776 19.328 ,011
2%8,0 %96766,1 2%521,3 -1.797 60.536 .359 .452 %0.819 19,330 ,011
250.0 495247.8 24523.2 -1.795 60.552 ,339 .379 %0.869 19.331 .011
252,0 %93731.7 24525.1 -1.792 60.568 .324 .274 40,921 19.333 .011
254.0 %92218.1 24527.0 -1.789 60.584 .294 ,173 %0.828 19,334 .011
256.0 %90706,6 24528,9 -I,787 60.601 ,264 ,075 40,721 19.336 .011
258,0 %89197,6 2%530,8 -1.784 60,617 .238 -,019 %0.616 19,337 .011
260,0 %87690,8 24532.6 -1.781 60.634 .204 .120 %0,528 19,339 .011
262.0 %86186,3 2%53%,5 -1.779 60.651 .173 ,218 40,439 19,340 ,011
264.0 484684.1 24536.4 -1.776 60.668 .142 -.316 %0.363 19.3%2 .011
!
266.0 %83184.3 2%538.2 -1.773 60,685 ,133 -,316 40.293 19,3%3 ,011
o 268,0 %81686,8 2%5%0,1 -1,771 60,702 ,118 -,299 %0,232 19,345 011
' 270.0 %80191.6 24542,0 -1.768 60.720 ,096 -,276 40.175 19,346 ,011
272,0 %78698,8 24543,9 -I,765 60,738 ,084 -,257 %0.131 19,348 .011
274.0 477208.3 2%5%5,7 -1,763 60,755 ,066 -,239 %0,090 19°349 .011
276.0 %75720,2 24547.6 -1.760 60,77% .040 -,219 %0.067 19.350 ,011
2?8,0 %7%23%,5 2%5%9,% -1,757 60,792 ,015 -.203 40,044 19,352 ,011
280.0 %72751,2 2%551.3 -I,754 60,810 -.015 -,187 %0.033 19,353 ,011
282.0 471270,3 2%553.1 -1.752 60.828 -,052 -.175 40,022 19,355 ,011
284,0 %69791,8 2%555.0 -1,749 60,8%7 -,080 -,155 %0,019 19,356 ,011
286,0 %68315,7 24556,8 -1,7%6 60,866 -.120 -.139 %0.038 19.358 .011
288.0 %668%2.0 24558.6 -1.743 60°885 -,165 -.133 40,054 19.359 ,011
290,0 465370,8 2%560,5 -1,7%1 60.90% -,215 -,126 %0.080 19,361 ,011
292.0 %63902,0 2%562,3 -1,735 60.923 -,267 -.i17 %0,116 19°362 ,011
294,0 462435,6 24564,1 -1.735 60,9%2 -°305 -,i09 40,157 19.363 ,011
296.0 460971,7 24566,0 -I.732 60,962 -,371 -,i03 %0,209 19,365 ,011
298,0 459510.3 2%567.8 -1.729 60.981 -,424 -.097 %0.266 19,366 ,011
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6i84}_INENTiA[-BTI3M23_NX0681 DYN, DATA. PAGE 6
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT} (FPS} (DE G) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
300,0 458051,3 24569,6 -I,727 61,001 -,495 -,095 _0,333 19,368 .011
302.0 456594.8 24571._ -1.724 61.021 -,557 -,093 40.402 19,369 .011
304.0 455140.9 24573.2 .... -i.721 61.041 -.624 -.091 40.489 19.371 .011
306.0 453689,4 24575,0 -1.718 61,062 -,695 -,096 40,578 19,372 ,011
308,0 452240,4 24576,8 -1,715 61,082 -,768 -.098 40,672 19,374 ,011
310,0 450793,9 24578,7 -1,712 61,103 -,844 -.104 40,780 19,375 ,011
312.0 449350,0 2_580.4 -I,709 61.123 -,925 -.i09 40.887 19.376 .011
314,0 44?908,6 24582,3 -1,706 61,1_4 -1,016 -,117 41,004 19.378 .011
316.0 446469,8 24584.0 -1.703 61.165 -I,099 -,124 _I,036 19.379 .011
318.0 445033,6 24585,8 -1.701 61,187 -I,185 -,132 41,052 19,381 .011
320,0 443599,9 24587,6 -i,697 61.208 -I,282 -,141 40,984 19,382 ,011
322,0 442168,9 24589,4 -I,694 61.229 -I,370 -,143 40,907 19.383 ,011
324.0 440740.4 24591.2 -1.692 61.251 -1.470 -,156 40.836 19.385 ,011
' 326,0 439314,5 24592,9 -I 689 61.273 1.571 .169 40.775 19.386 ,011
c 328,0 437891,3 24594,7 -1.686 61,295 -1,679 -,176 40,722 19,388 ,011
' 330.0 436470,6 24596,5 -1,683 61,317 -1,738 -,300 40,688 19,389 ,011
332.0 435052,5 24598,3 -1.680 61.339 -1.700 -,383 40.664 19,390 ,011
334.0 433637,0 24600.0 -1.677 61.362 -I,653 -.453 40.645 19.392 ,011
336.0 432224.2 24601,8 -1,674 61.385 -1,301 -.225 40.670 19,393 .011
338.0 430814.0 24603.5 -1.671 61,407 -,945 -,002 40,699 19,395 ,011
340,0 429406.4 24605.3- -i,667 61.430 -.595 .216 40.737 19,396 ,011
342,0 428001,5 24607,I -1.665 61,453 -.324 ,371 _0.785 19,397 ,011
344.0 426599,4 24608,8 -1,661 61,477 -.309 ,282 40,791 19,399 ,011
346.0 425199,8 24610'6 -i,658 61.500 -,285 .207 40.778 19.400 .011
3%8,0 423803,0 24612.3 -1.655 61.524 -.262 .129 40.762 19,401 ,011
350.0 _22408,9 24614,0 -1.652 61,5_7 -,249 ,052 40.756 19.403 .011
352,0 421017,4 24615,7 "i,649 61.571 -.246 -,025 40,753 19,404 ,011
354,0 419628,7 24617,5 -I,646 61.595 -,238 -.I05 40,768 19,406 .011
356.0 418242,6 24619,2 -1.643 61.619 -,231 -,186 40,782 19,407 ,011
358,0 416859,3 24620,9 -i,640 6],644 -.230 -,277 40.812 19.408 ,011
*_****#*#****#**#**#*****#**#####**###_#*#**#*_*_**_#****#*_****#**##***#**##**********************_**
* ST13BET USING NBAAi3(6i84),INERTIAL-BT13M23.NX0681DYN. DATA• PAGE 7 *
********************************************************************************************************
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) ..........(PEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF}
360,0 415478.8 24622•6 -1,637 61.669 -•211 -•268 40,840 19,410 •011
362.0 414100•9 24.624-4 .........-I•633 .61.693 -.148 -.087 40.874 19.411 •011
364.0 412725•8 24626.1 -1.630 61.718 -•096 .093 40.910 19.412 .011
366.0 411353.6 24627.8 -1.627 61•743 -.032 .271 40.798 19.414 .011
368.0 409984•1 24629•5 -1.624 61•768 -.004 .359 40•670 19•415 .011
370.0 408617.4" _631"._ ............_I.6_i 61.793 -•057 .i13 40.553 19.416 •011
372,0 407253.5 24632.9 ........ "I,617 61.819 -,116 -,114 40,435 19•418 •011
374.0 405892.4 24634•6 ......_I.614 61•845 -•149 -.294 40.324 19.419 .011
376•0 404534.0 24636,'2 ...........ZI,6iI ..... 61.870 ,082 ,034 40.240 19,420 •011
378.0 403178.5 24638.0 -i.608 61.896 .224 .286 40.176 19.422 •Oll
380.0 401825.7 24639.6 "I.605 61.922 .141 •354 40.139 19.423 .011
382.0 400475.8 24641.3 .....-_i•601 6i•949 .025 .295 40.Iii 19.424 .011
384,0 399128,8 24655,1 -i,597 61,932 -,128 ,041 40,087 19.541 •011
' 386 0 397784.5 24655.1 "i.594 61.958 - 288 -.161 40.065 19•673 .012
o 388 0 396443 1 24655.1 .........21 591 ........61 985 -'450 -.359 40.055 19.807 .013
' 390.0 395104.6 24655.1- -1.588 62.012 -.559 -.419 40.050 19.944 .013
392.0 393768,9 24655,4 -I,585 62,039 -,469 -,304 40,074 20.081 ,014
394.0 392436.1 24656_I ..........zi 58i ........62 068 -.397 -.192 40.092 20.218 .015
396,0 391106,2 24656,7 .....--I,578 62,096 -,335 -,089 40,126 20,356 ,015
398.0 389779.1 24657.3 --1.575 62.125 -.275 .013 40.155 20.497 .016
400.0 388455.0 24658.1 .........._1 572 62.154 -.216 .116 60.200 20.641 .017
402.0 387133.8 24658.2 -1.568 62.181 -.166 .211 40.250 20.782 .018
404.0 385815.5 24658.i -mi1'565 l 62.208 -.112 .307 40.308 20.923 .019
406.0 384500.1 24658.1 -I.562 62.235 -.094 .328 40.361 21.067 .020
408.0 383187.6 24658.i .......-i 559 62.262 -.127 .145 40.423 21.214 .021
410,0 381878,0 24658.0 ........ _I,555 ...... 62,288 -,160 -,040 40.492 21,360 ,022
412,0 380571,4 246 7-,B .......... ....... 61,3il .......- 197 -,225  d,564 2i.497 ,oz4
414,0 379267,8 24657,7 ..... -1.549 62,334 -,222 -,377 "40,642 2i,636 ,025
416.0 377967.2 24657.5 ,i.545 62.358 -.097 -.214 40,734 21.778 .026
418.0 376669.5 246_7.8 ........_i,542 ......62.'382 .020 -.048 40.818 21.922 .028
* ST13BET USING NOAAI3i6Y84},tNERTIAL-LBT13M23,NXb6810YN. DATA. " PAGE 8 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
420.0 375374.8 24654.0 -1.539 62.406 .135 .118 40.925 22.056 .030
422.0 374083.1 24648'9 "1.536 62.431 .249 .299 40.996 22.185 .031
424.0 372794.4 24643_8 .......21_3_ ......62.456 .135 .I01 41.029 22.316 .033
426.0 371508.8 24638.7 -1.530 62.482 -.037 -.207 41.023 22.449 .036
428.0 370226.3 24633.7 -1.527 62.507 -.019 -.328 40.953 22.584 .038
430.0 368946.8 24631.q ......._i _'_3- 62.537 .126 -.324 40.888 22.714 .040
432.0 367670.3 24630.0 -1.520 62.567 .274 -.322 40.838 22.847 .043
434.0 366396.9 24628.1 ......-1'517 62.598 .419 -.300 40.790 22.982 .045
436.0 365126.5 24626.3 ...... ZI-,5i4 ..... 62,628 .622 -,043 40,739 23.119 .048
438.0 363859,1 24624,7 .... "1.5i0 62.658 ,791 .201 40,696 23.255 ,051
440.0 362594.9 24623.7 "1.507 62.686 .774 .255 40.678 23.388 .054
442.0 361333.7 24622,7 .... _i,503 .... 62'714 ,739 ,306 40,667 23.522 .058
444.0 360075.6 24621.7 -i.500 62.743 .694 .348 40.661 23°659 .062
I 446,0 358820,7 24620.8 -1,497 62.772 ,617 .358 40,650 23°797 .066
0 .............448,0 357568,8 24620'6 -1.493 62,802 .344 .200 40.671 23,923 .070
' 450,0 356320.0 24621.2 -i.4qo 62.834 ,060 .031 40.692 24.036 ,075
452.0 355074.5 24621.7 -1.486 62.867 -.233 -.145 40.713 24.150 .080
454.0 353832.0- 24622.3 ........_i_432 .....62.899 -.532 -.328 40.728 _ " 24.266 .085
496.0 3525q2.8 24622.9 -1.479 62.932 -.783 -.458 40.752 24.383 .091
458.0 351356.7 24624.9 -1.475 62.965 -.877 -.444 40.791 24.510 .097
460.0 350123.8 24626.5 ........."i 471- 62.999 -.970 -.422 40.819 24.643 .I04
462.0 348894.1 24628.5 -1.468 63.032 -1.079 -.417 40.850 24.?77 .111
464.0 347667.7 24630,5 .... ,i.464 63.066 -1.187 -.412 40.879 24.913 .119
466,0 346444.4 24632.5 -1.460 63.100 -1.312 -.407 40.919 25.051 .127
468.0 345224,5 24639.0 -1.456 63.139 -1.438 -.403 40.765 25.167 .136
470.0 344007.8 24646.4 -1.452 63.179 -1.571 -.399 40.593 25.279 .146
472.0 342794.5 24653_8 .... "I.448 ......63.211q -I.712 -.403 40.414 25.392 .156
474.0 341584.4 24661.1 -1.444 63.259 -1.868 -.414 40.237 25°506 .168
476.0 340377.6 24668.4 -1.43q 63.300 -2.034 -.434 40.050 25.621 .180
478.0 339174.2 24674 ....... " 63.340 -2.071 -.431 39.864 25.725 .193
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6184)_INERTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681DYN, DATA, PAGE 9
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) .....(DEG) . _(.DEG) (DEG} {DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
480,0 337974.1 24680,0 -I,431 63,382 -1,771 -,210 39,696 25,829 ,207
482,0 336777,5 24685.7 -1,427 63,423 -I,489 -,018 39,515 25,933 ,222
484.0 335584,3 24691.3 ....-i'423 -63,464 -1,279 -,056 39,321 26,038 ,238
486,0 334394,5 24696,9 -1.419 63.506 -1.090 -.135 39.122 26.144 ,255
488.0 333208,0 24701,4 -I,415 63.544 -.918 -,225 38.999 26,238 .273
490,0 332025.1 24705,5 .....-1.410 " 63,582 -.751 -,302 38,952 26.331 ,292
492,0 330845,6 24709,6 "1,406 63,621 -,536 -,166 38,950 26,425 ,312
494,0 329669,6 24713,8 -I,402 63,659 -,337 -,021 39,121 26,520 ,334
496,0 328497,1 24717"9 ......._I,398 63,698 -.158 ,I12 39,321 26,615 ,357
498,0 327328,3 24731,3 -i,393 63,748 ,014 ,246 39,499 26,630 ,379
500,0 326163,2 24747,4 -1,388 63.800 ,168 ,368 39,662 26,621 ,401
502.0 325001,8 24763.4 -i'383 ....63,853 ,299 ,475 39,803 26,612 ,425
504,0 323844,2 24779,4 -i,377 63,906 ,209 ,389 39,953 26,604 ,450
506,0 322690.4 24795,3 -1.372 63,959 .095 282 40,078 26,595 ,477
508,0 321540, 5 24798,0 -1,368 64,003 -.030 .168 40,179 26,566 ,503
510,0 320394,5 24793.1 -1,363 64,042 -,172 ,042 40,257 26,524 ,530
512.0 319252,5 24788.2 -i,359 64.082 -,336 -,i08 40,306 26,483 .558
514,0 318114.6 24783,2 _i,355 64.121 -,516 -,282 40,322 26,442 ,588
516,0 316980.8 24778.3 -1.350 64.161 -,504 -,187 40,323 26,401 ,619
518.0 315851.2 24773,3 -1.346 64.20i -.325 .186 40,307 26.361 ,651
520.0 314725.8 24768,3 ....._1.341 64,241 -,291 .392 40.265 26,321 ,686
522,0 313604,6 24763.4 -1.337 64,281 -,409 .405 40,209 26,281 .721
524.0 312487.8 24758.4 -1.332 64.321 -.570 .394 40o114 26.241 .759
526.0 311375.3 24753,4 ........-I'327 ......64,362 -,753 ,374 39,987 26,202 ,798
528.0 310267,3 24748.3 _ -I,322 64.402 -1.048 .059 39.810 26.163 ,839
530.0 309163.8 24743.3 "I,317 64,443 -I,063 -,I08 39.631 26,124 ,882
532.0 308064,9 24738,_ .....-I.31Z 64,484 -I,015 -.204 39,416 26,086 ,927
534.0 306970,6 24733.3 -1.308 64.525 -,959 -,292 39,222 26,047 ,975
536.0 305880.9 24728.2 -1.302 64.567 -,645 -,147 39,134 26.009 1.024
538,0 304795.9 24723,2 _I_297 64,608 -,285 .024 39,098 25.972 1,076
******************************************************************************************************
* ST13BET USING NOAAI3(6/84),INERTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 10 *
******************************************************************************************************
TIME AL TOE VELA GAHA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) ( FT> ( FPS ) (DEG) (DEG) ( DE G) (DEG) (DEG) (- ) (PSF)
540.0 303715.8 24718.2 -1.292 64.650 .037 .189 39.098 25.934 1.130
542.0 302640.7 24713.0 -1.286 64.692 .353 .324 39.106 25.897 1.186
544.0 301570.6 24707.8 -1.281 64.734 .647 .443 39.195 25.860 1.245
546.0 300505.7 24702.6 -1.275 64.776 .914 .559 39.353 25.823 1.307
548.0 299446.1 24697.4 -1.269 64.819 1.160 .656 39.569 25.787 1.371
550.0 298391.9 24692.1 -1.263 64.861 1.129 .498 39.887 25.750 1.438
552.0 297343.2 24686.8 -1.257 64.904 1.023 .266 40.285 25.714 1.508
554.0 296300.2 24681.3 -1.251 64.947 .961 .208 40.774 25.679 1.581
556.0 295263.3 24675.8 -1.244 64.990 .943 .237 41.200 25.643 1.657
558.0 294232.5 24670.2 -1.237 65.033 .943 .281 41.391 25.607 1.736
560.0 293208.0 24664.5 -1.230 65.077 .961 .332 41.462 25.572 1.819
562.0 292189.8 24658.8 -1.223 65.120 .976 .368 41.388 25.537 1.905
I 564.0 291178.2 24653.0 -1.216 65.164 .968 .377 41.131 25.502 1.994
t-" 566.0 290173.2 24647.2 -1.208 65.208 .935 .352 40.680 25.468 2.0870
Q'I 568.0 289174.8 24641.5 -1.201 65.252 .1385 .322 40.073 25.434 2.183I
570.0 288183.2 24652.6 -1.193 65.320 .840 .322 39.434 25.506 2.302
572.0 287198.3 24667.3 -1.184 65.394 .796 .315 39.043 25.602 2.430
574.0 286220.1 24681.8 -1.176 65.467 .785 .335 38.841 25.698 2.564
576.0 285248.8 24696.2 -1.167 65.540 .779 .375 38.790 25.793 2.705
578.0 284284.5 24710.4 -1.158 65.612 .809 .444 38.936 25.889 2.852
580.0 283327.4 24724;5 -1.149 65.685 .830 .500 39.318 25.985 3.006
582.0 282377.7 24738.2 -1.140 65.755 .827 .558 39.908 26.087 3.169
584.0 281435.5 24750.4 -1.130 65.798 .787 .571 40.589 26.273 3.374
586.0 280501.5 24762.3 -1.120 65.842 .664 .548 41.033 26.461 3.589
588.0 279575.8 24774.0 -1.110 65.885 .524 .528 41.199 26.651 3.817
590.0 278658.7 24785.2 -1.099 65.928 .334 .522 41.076 26.842 4.056
592.0 277750.9 24796.0 -1.08-8 65.971 .037 .471 40.663 27.035 4.307
594.0 276852.5 24806.6 -1.077 66.015 -.343 .425 40.041 27.229 4.572
596.0 275963.6 24817.2 -1.065 66.058 -.773 .402- 39.529 27.426 4.849
598.0 275084.5 24823.4 -1.053 66.087 -1.232 .300 39.198 27.576 5.143
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
600.0 274215.7 24828•9 -1.041 66.116 -1.562 •215 39.072 27•724 5•452
602.0 273357.7 24834.1 -1.028 66.144 -1•326 .549 39.215 27•871 5.775
604.0 272511.0 24838•8 -1,015 66,173 -1.359 .558 39,803 28,015 6,110
606.0 271676.1 24842.4 -i.000 66.201 -2.087 ,114 40.453 28•114 6.447
608•0 270853.7 24845.2 -.986 66.228 -2.268 .228 40.915 28•212 6.796
610.0 270044.4 24847•7 -.970 66.256 -2•345 •472 41.232 28.308 7.158
612.0 269248.7 24848.9 -.954 66.284 -2•617 .404 41.063 28•393 7•528
614•0 268467.2 24848.0 -•938 66.311 -2.957 .320 40.378 28•407 7.880
616,0 267700,1 24846•8 -.921 66,338 -3,319 •262 39.941 28•421 8.240
618•0 266947,6 24845.5 -.904 66.365 -2.720 .079 39.852 28•435 8.610
620.0 266210.4 24843.6 -.886 66.394 -1•542 •243 39.972 28.447 8.988
622.0 265489.0 24840.1 -.867 66.424 -•568 •422 40.162 28•449 9.368
624.0 264784.1 24835.8 -•849 66.454 -.071 •376 40.328 28•448 9.752
l
626.0 264095.9 24831.2 -.829 66•486 •245 •288 40.422 28•446 10•142
o 628•0 263425.2 24826.2 - 809 66•518 ,564 •275 40.361 28.443 10.537
' 630.0 262772.1 24820.8 -.788 66.550 .828 ,307 40.128 28,437 10.934
632•0 262137,1 24812,1 1.768 66.586 .978 •330 39.850 28,373 11.280
634,0 261520.3 24803.3 -.747 66.623 1.060 .361 39.657 28,310 11.626
636.0 260922.3 24794.4 -.725 66.660 1.001 ,369 39.632 28,249 11,971
638.0 260343.2 24786.0 -.703 66.701 .844 .379 39.751 28.215 12.140
640.0 259783.6 24776.5 -.681 66.739 .580 .398 39,974 28,156 12.481
642.0 259243,9 24766,7 -.658 66.777 ,147 ,322 40.209 28,09g 12.820
644.0 258724.4 24756.6 -.634 66,815 -,191 •248 40,362 28,043 13,154
646.0 258225.9 24746.2 -.610 66.854 -.459 .295 40.388 27.989 13.482
648.0 257748.8 24735.6 -.585 66.893 -.894 .348 40.282 27.937 13.804
650.0 257293.3 24724.9 -.560 66.933 -2.548 1.355 40.198 27.886 14.118
652.0 256860.1 24713.7 .... -.534 66.971 -7.543 .971 40.259 27.837 14.422
654.0 256449.7 24702.2 -.508 67.008 -13.221 .663 40.394 27.790 14.717
656.0 256062.4 24690.2 -.481 67.042 -19.023 .561 40.462 27,744 14.999
658.0 255697.9 24677.0 ..... -.456 67.076 -24.918 .546 40.359 27.699 15.258
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6I8__-_IFI-ERTIAL;B'T13H23_NX06810YN• DATA• PAGE 12 * "
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) ........(DEG) .......(DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
660.0 25535_.62_663•7 -•_1 67.107 -31.021 •_38 _0.21s 27•6_ 15,50_
662.0 25503_.3 2_6_0_._: .....,_i_0__:.......67.136 -37;3_1 ._16 _o.03B z7.613 I_.73B
66_,0 25_732,7 2_638•2 -•385 67,165 -_3,822 ,_55 39,877 27,587 15,8_3
666.0 25_4_9,0 2_62_•9 -,366 67,189 -50,260 •_8 39,819 27,548 16,060
668,0 25_181,3 2_611•7 -,3_9 67,212 -56,665 •288 39,850 27.510 16,265
670,0 253926.8 24598;'3........;;335 .......67,232 -61,507 -,367 39,871 27,473 16,_60
672,0 25368_•1 2_58_•9 -'322 67,252 -64,010 -,029 39•792 27,438 16,6_6
67_,0 253_5; •_ 24571,6 -,310 67,272 -66,256 •136 39,700 27,40_ 16.823
676,0 253230'6 2_ 559;-0..........:;299 .......67;292 -68;399 ,123 39,665 27,380 16.901
678,0 253017,9 24545,6..........."•289 67,311 -70,332 ,125 39•729 27,3_8 17,068
680•0 252813,4 2_532•1 -,280 67.329 -71,929 •05_ 39•8_6 27,315 17•228
682,0 252616,5 24518;5 ........-;2-72......67•3_7 -73,300 ,042 39,968 27,28_ 17,382
684.0 252426.% 2%504.7 -.265 67,365 -74•498 .030 _0•0%8 27.253 17•530
' 686,0 2522_2 7 2_490,8 -,258 67,382 -75,433 040 40.080 27,222 17,673
o 688,0 25206_•8 24476,9 ...............-;251 .....67,_00 -76,_69 ,056 _0 062 27,192 17,812
' 690,0 251892,2 2_463,5 -.2_5- 67,418 -76,891 -,003 _0 018 27,170 17,870
692,0 25172_.6 2_449.6 -.240 67.435 -77,363 ,016 39.966 27,1_I 18,002
69_.0 251561,8 2_43_,6........; 2-35........67 452 -77.8_4 •013 39,931 27,i12 18,130
696.0 251_03,3 2_421.6..... .230..... 67._69 -78,317 .003 39,899 27.083 18.25_
698.0 2512_8.8 2_07.5 .......... .226 67._86 -78,770 -.018 39.880 27,055 18.375
700,0 251098,1 2_393.4.........-;2-22........6# 503 -79,199 -,051 39.88_ 27.027 18,_93
702,0 250950,8 24379,2--
-,218 67,520 -79.593 -,096 39,921 26,999 18,607
704.0 250806,6 2_365,_ .............Tt_I F.....67,537 -79,847 -,083 39,952 26,978 18,653
706,0 250665,_ 2%351,i -,211 67,55_ -80,051 -,067 39,970 26 951 18.764
708,0 250526.8 24336.6- -,209 67,570 -80,222 -.084 39,992 26.924 18,871
710,0 250390.8 2_322.2 l -.206 67,586 -80,342 -,i18 39,986 26,897 18,977
712.0 250257.0 24307,-7-..........;;263 .........67.603 -80;303 -.078 39.9_9 26.870 19.080
71_,0 250125,5 24293,2 -,201 67,620 -80,233 -.068 39,888 26.8_4 19.181
716,0 2%9996,1 2_278.8 -.199 67.636 -80,i_0 -,090 39,8_2 26,817 19,281
718,0 249868,8 24264;3..........,196-....67,653 -79.927 -.08_ 39.838 26,791 19,379
* ST13BET USING NOAAl3(6iB4J,IN_RYIKL_BTi3M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 13 *
**********************************-********************************************************************
TIME ALTDE VELA ........GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
720,0 249743,5 24250,1 -.194 67.670 -79.670 -,048 39,877 26.771 19.416
722.0 249620.3 24235.5 -,192 67.686 -79.449 -.044 39.910 ..26.745 19.512
724.0 249499.2 24220.8 ..... C.189 ........67,703 -79.267 .031 39.943 26.719 19.605
726.0 249380.1 24206,1 .187 67.720 -79.269 ,005 39.966 26.694 19.698
728,0 249263.0 24191.1 -.185 67,737 -79.219 ,006 39.976 26.676 19.798
730.0 249i47.7 24_176_1 ........Z_-3- ......6777'54 _79.147 ....-.003 39.968 26.658 19.895
732,0 249034.1 24160,9 ......_"181- 67-,77i -79,071 .050 39,930 26.640 19,991
734,0 248922.2 24145.9 ......._'i80 67'788 -79.051 .088 39.864 26.622 20.085
736.0 248811.9 241"30.--8".... _"_'-178.... 67_805 "79' 088 ,174 39.838 26. 605 20. 178
738.0 248703,2 24116'1- L.I_76 _ 67,822 -79,536 .063 39.844 26.588 20.212
740.0 248595.4 24100'9 ......- 175 67.839 -79 930 -.000 39.881 26,570 20.302
742.0 248488.4 26085.6- .... _175 ......67.855 "80.176 .023 39.915 26.552 20.391
744.0 248381.9 24070.3 -.175 67,872 -80 406 ,057 39,941 26.534 20.479!746,0 248275.7 24054.9 -.175 67.889 -80 652 ..... .072 39,948 26.516 20.566o 748.0 248169.4 Z_O_9_.-g-..........z-.iT-_........._7.90_...._Bo 910 .081 39.9_2 26.498 20.6_2' 750,0 248062,9 24024.1 -,175 '67,922 -81 207 ,059 39,932 26,479 20,737752.0 247955.9 24008,7.......- 175.......57,938 -81 560 -,025 39,891 26.461 20.823754,0 247847,9 23993,5 .........U,178 .........67,955 -81 790 -,029 39,842 26,443 20.909
756.0 247738,8 23978,2 -.180 67,972 -81.985 -,038 39,810 26,425 20.995
758.0 247628,2 23963.0 -.182 67.990 -82.144 -.049 39.825 26.407 21.082
760.0 24751_.9 23947,6 -.184 68,006 -82,168 --,146 39,864 26,389 21,171
762,0 247401.7 23932,1 -,186 68,023 -81,876 --.I17 39,895 26.371 21.260
764,0 247285,8 23916___5............r.,!_9 .768_,940 -81,537 -,I18 39,913 26,353 21.351
766,0 247168,2 23900,8 -.190 68,056 -81.148 -,145 39,923 26,334 21.444
768,0 247049,1 23885,0 -,I'92.........68,073 -80,617 --,151 39,924 26,316 21.539
770.0 246928.5 23869,6 .194 ....68.090 -80,057 ,054 40,368 26.297 21.637
772,0 246806,8"23853,0 ........--' i96........68,I05 --80,088 --.048 40,639 26.278 21,736
774,0 246683,8 23837.0 -,198 68,121 -80.044 -.148 39,463 26,255 21,830
776,0 246559,2 23821,1 -,200 68,139 -79,766 -,113 39,687 26.236 21.950
778,0 246433.0 _3804;_ ......J,20_ ....."6-8",155-79,470 -,I17 40,347 26,213 22.062
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6184}_INERTIAL-BT13M23_NXO681DYN. DATA. PAGE 14
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG} .... (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
780.0 246305.4 23787.5 -,203 68.171 -79.104 -.i08 39.894 26.191 22.176
782,0 246176,5 23771,2 -,205 68.187 -78.332 .042 39,399 26,168 22,292
784.0 246046,7 23755_2 -,20668,204 -78.834 -,329 39.118 26.146 22.410
786.0 245915.4 23739.0 -.209 68,221 -78.864 -.138 39,076 26.123 22,530
788.0 245782.3 23722,2 -.211 68.235 -78,391 -.308 39.331 26,100 22.652
790,0 245648,0 23704.6 -,21_ 68.249 -77.400 -,252 39.760 26.076 22.77_
792,0 245512.8 23686,5 -.213 68,262 -75,717 -,490 40,041 26,051 22,897
794.0 245378,1 23668,3 -.211 68.276 -73,500 -.098 40.011 26,026 23,019
796.0 245245,1 23650,2 -,209 68.290 -72,347 -,052 39.757 26,002 23.141
798.0 245114.2 23632.4 -.207 68.305 -71,770 -,109 39.510 25.978 23.261
800,0 244985,6 23614.7 -.204 68.319 -71,335 -,142 39,327 25.954 23.378
802,0 244859,3 23597.0 -,201 68.334 -70.839 -.177 39.176 25.930 23.494
804.0 244735.4 23579.4 -.199 68.349 -70,189 -,135 39.046 25.906 23,607
806.0 244614.1 23561 9 - 195 68 364 -69,665 .114 39.001 25.882 23.718" , . --
808,0 244495.6 2354_.9 - i92 68,380 -69.139 .141 39.007 25,859 23.833
810.0 244380,1 23527,3 -.188 68.395 -68,489 -,062 39,049 25,836 23.931
812,0 244267,9 23509,6 -,184 68,411 -68,073 -,066 39,059 25,812 24,031
81_.0 244159.3 23491'7 -.180 68,426 -67,810 -,057 39.038 25.788 24,127
816.0 2_4054,2 23473.9 -,176 68,441 -67,700 -,018 39.001 25,764 2_.218
818,0 243952.6 23456,6 -.172 68,457 -67,609 -.020 38.971 25,741 24.316
820.0 243854._ 23438.8 .......-.168 68,472 -67.496 .027 38.946 25,718 24.391
822,0 243759,6 23420,9 -.164 68,_87 -67,418 ,049 38,953 25.695 24,470
824,0 243668,1 23402.8 -,160 68,502 -67.350 ,068 38,981 25,671 24.545
826,0 243580.0 23385,2 -.i56 68.518 -67,268 .085 39,016 25.648 24,617
828,0 243495,1 23367,0 -.152 68,532 -67,486 .185 39.011 25,624 24.683
830,0 243413.4 23348.9 -.149 68.547 -68,043 ,111 38,940 25,601 24,746
832,0 243334.2 23331,4 -,i_6 68,562 -68,560 ,i08 38,811 25.578 24,808
834,0 243256,9 23313,6 -,144 68,577 -69,150 ,084 38,699 25.555 24,865
836,0 243181,i 23295.7 -.143 68,592 -69,784 ,021 38,687 25.531 24,920
838.0 243106,2 23278,1_ ''I_ 68,606 -70,126 ,009 38,730 25 509 24,976
ST13BET USING NOAA13(6184),INERTIAL-BT13M23,NXO681 DYN, DATA, PAGE 15 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
840,0 243032.0 23260.0 -.141 68.620 -70.393 .038 38.755 25.485 25,029
842.0 242958.2 23241.8 -.141 68.633 -70.652 -,002 38.760 25.461 25.081
844.0 242884,6 23223,6 -,141 68.647 -70.792 .003 38,730 25.438 25.133
846,0 242810.9 23205,8 -.142 68.661 -70.q42 -.021 38.689 25.415 25,188
848.0 242736.9 23187,7 -,142 68,674 -70,940 -,097 38,663 _5,388 25,238
850,0 242662.4 23169,5 -,143 68.687 -70,636 -,049 38,654 25.362 25,287
852.0 242587.6 23151,4 -.143 68.701 -70.323 -.046 38.662 25.335 25,334
854.0 242512.4 23133,1 -.144 68.714 -70.004 -.065 38,679 25.308 25,380
856.0 242437,0 23114.8 -,144 68.727 -69,648 -,096 38,693 25.281 25,426
858,0 242361,5 23096.5 -.144 68.740 -69,192 -,099 38,700 25,254 25,471
860.0 242286,0 23078,1 -,144 68,754 -68.653 -,043 38,691 25,227 25,517
862,0 242210,6 23059,8 -,144 68.768 -68,227 -.043 38,659 25,201 25.564
864.0 242135,6 23041,5 -,144 68,782 -67,758 -,054 38.626 25,174 25.611
866,0 242061.0 23023,2 - 143 68.796 -67,374 -.005 38,615 25,147 25,658
868,0 241986,9 23004,9 -,143 68,810 -67,104 ,002 38 641 25,120 25,706
870,0 241913.3 22986.6 -,142 68,824 -66,884 ,052 38,733 25,093 25,754
872,0 241840.1 22968,1 -,142 68,839 -66,717 ,086 38,830 25,067 25,787
874,0 241767,5 22949,6 -.141 68,853 -66,657 ,116 38,928 25.040 25,830
876.0 241695,4 22930,9 -.141 68.867 -66,q03 .118 39.024 25,013 25,872
878,0 241623,4 22912,2 -,141 68,881 -67,330 .044 39,083 24,987 25,914
880.0 241551.1 22893.4 -.142 68.895 -67.722 .023 39.109 24.960 25.955
882.0 241478.2 22874,6 -,143 68,909 -68,031 .099 39.113 24.932 25,999
884,0 241404.3 22855,8 -.145 68.923 -68.467 .I12 39.129 24.905 26.043
886,0 241328,9 22836,9 -.147 68.936 -69.053 .039 39.170 24.878 26.088
888.0 241251.5 22818,0 -,150 68,949 -69.363 ,026 39.230 24.851 26,137
890,0 241171,9 22799,0 -,153 68.962 -69.658 .046 39,281 24.823 26,188
892,0 241089,6 22779,9 ....,157 68.975 -70,071 -,019 39.345 24,796 26,244
894,0 241004.4 22760,7 1.161 68.987 170,443 -.061 39.434 24,768 26,287
896.0 240915,7 22741,0 -,165 68,999 -70,510 -,051 39,494 24,738 26,359
898,0 240823,5 22721,6 ,170 69.011 -70,426 ,056 39.503 24.709 26.423
ST13BET USING NOAAI3(6184),INERTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681 DYNo DATA• PAGE 16
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
900•0 240727.7 22701,8 -,175 69.023 -70.663 -.053 39.494 24.680 26•692
902,0 240628,2 22682,3 -.180 69,035 -70,250 -•053 39,484 24,650 26,575
904•0 240524,8 22662,5 -,185 69•047 -70•027 -•074 39,484 24,621 26,645
906•0 240417,6 22642,9 -o190 69,059 -69,77I -,096 39,515 24.591 26•729
908.0 260306.7 22623.3 -.195 69.071 -69.677 -•iii 39.591 26•561 26•819
910.0 240192,0 22603,3 -,199 69,082 -69•130 -o144 39.712 24.531 26,911
912,0 240073,6 22583,3 -,204 69•094 -68,702 -,156 39,832 24o500 27•010
914,0 239951,7 22563•3 -,209 69.106 -68.176 -.162 39.919 24,469 27.120
916•0 239826,6 22543,1 -,213 69,i18 -67°524 -•115 39,929 24.439 27•210
918•0 239698.6 22522,5 -.216 69,130 -67,023 -•078 39.896 24o408 27°331
920•0 239567.8 22502.3 -•220 69,142 -66•623 -olll 39o876 24,377 27.446
922,0 239434,4 22482.0 -•224 69,154 -66.177 -•128 39o890 24o346 27•566
924,0 239298.6 22461.6 -,227 69.166 -65•601 -•086 39,934 24.314 27•699
926•0 239160,5 22441,1 -•230 69o178 -64•975 - 022 39.966 24o283 27,814
928°0 239020,6 22420,5 -,232 69,191 -64,438 - 054 39.997 24,252 27,933
930,0 238879.1 22399.3 -,234 69,202 -64,064 -,036 40,064 24,219 28,073
932,0 238736,2 22378o4 -,236 69,214 -63,742 -,038 40,053 24o188 28,206
934.0 238591.9 22357,6 -,238 69,226 -63,397 -,005 40.017 24.156 28.342
936,0 23_446.4 22336,5 -,239 69.238 -63.057 .031 40o014 24.124 28,479
938,0 238299.9 22315,4 -,241 69,250 -62°753 o052 40,050 24.092 28,619
940,0 238152,5 22294,0 ",242 69.262 -62,479 o082 40,076 24,059 28,759
942,0 238004,3 22272,8 -°243 69,274 -62o274 ,ii0 40,055 24,027 28 90I
944,0 237855,3 22251,4 -,245 69,285 -62,172 ,i25 40o023 23,995 29,045
946.0 237705.3 22230,0 -.246 69,297 -62,I14 .178 40.012 23.963 29,190
948,0 237554,5 22208,6 -,248 69,308 -62,208 ,199 40,047 23,930 29,338
950,0 237402,6 22186,8 -,249 69,319 -62,465 .191 40,143 23.898 29,486
952.0 237249.5 22164.8 -,251 69.329 -62.708 olll 40.181 23.864 29•636
954,0 237095,2 22142o5 -o253 69o339 -62°859 ,146 40,142 23,831 29•788
956,0 236939,4 22120,2 -,255 69,348 -63,149 •067 40,138 23,798 29,942
958,0 236781,8 22097.8 -o258 69,357 -63,192 oi17 40,149 23,764 30,110
ST13BET USING NOAA13(6i84);INE-RTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA• PAGE 17
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) ...........(DEG) ..........(DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-} {PSF)
960.0 236622.2 22075.3 -.261 69.365 -63.253 .068 40.163 23.731 30•263
962.0 236_60.6 22052.5 -.26_ 69,373 -63,029 ,031 _0,156 23,697 30._19
96_,0 236297.2 22029,5 ..... _,266 .........--69 -381 -62.666 ,030 _0.022 23.663 30,578
966.0 236132.3 22006._ -•268 69.388 -62.325 .017 39.853 23.623 30.7_1
968.0 235965.9 21983.7 -.271 69,396 -62.006 -•011 39•717 23.580 30.884
970.0 235798.0 21960.9 ....-'273 ...... 61"9"_0 _ -61.666 -.033 39.669 23.537 31.027
972,0 235629.0 21937,8 I1.27_ 69,_II -61,_26 -.069 39.713 23,_9_ 31,173
97_,0 235_59,2 2191_,_1...ii/...1,2..75 ........69_!8 -60.693 11060 39.683 23.451 31.319
976.0 235289.1 21890.9 -.275 69._25 -60.038 -.038 39._87 23._07 31._66
978.0 235119,3 21867.4 1,275 69.%31 -59,%27 -,072 39.299 23.364" 31.613
980.0 2349_9•8 218_4.2 .... T.2751. 69•%39 -58•759 -•072 39.1%2 23.322 31.762
982.0 23_780.8 21821.3 -.27_ 69._7 -58.06_ -.062 39.077 23•280 31.912
98_.0 23_612.7 21798.1 -.273 69._56 -57.618 -.056 39.138 23 238 32.060I •
986.0 23_5.7 2177_.9 -.272 69._6_ -57.226 -.069 39.1_3 23 196 32.208
988.0 23_279.9 21751.7 -.271 69._73 -56.792 -.060 39.099 23.15_ 32.355
I 990.0 23_115.% 21728.7 ",269 "l 69.q82 -56._99 -.007 39.098 23.113 32.501
992.0 233952.2 21705.7 -.268 69.%92 -56.633 .068 39 227 23.072 32.6_6
994.0 233789.9 -216"82.3 ....-.267 .... _191500 -57.11_ -.008 39._02 23.031 32.790
996.0 233628._ 21658.6 11266 69.508 -57.5_8 -.028 39.537 22.989 32.932
998.0 233467._ 2163_.6 _-,266 .... 69.515 -57.960 -.02_ 39.543 22.9_8 33.074
i000,0 233306•5 21610,7 -,267 69,522 -58,399 -,0_i 39 51_ 22,907 33,216
1002.0 2331_510 21586.8 -.268 69.528 -58.812 -.0_8 39.507 22.866 33.360
100_.0 232982.6 21562,6 ....... ,,270 ......_69.,53_ -59.252 -.067 39 533 22.82_ 33.50_
1006.0 232819.2 21538.1 -.272 69.538 -59.712 -.091 39.576 22.782 33.6_8
1008.0 232654.4 21513.3 -.27_ 69.5_2 -59.828 -.102 39.59_ 22.739 33.791
1010.0 232_88.1 21_88._ "'276 .... 69.5_6 -59.790 -.05_ 39.550 22.696 33.936
1012.0 2323-20.i '2"i_63116.............. lo279 ...... 16-9,550 "59.892 -.115 39.532 22.653 34.084
I01_.0 232150.3 21_38.8 -.282 69.553 -59.885 -.108 39.551 22.610 3"_,236
1016.0 231978.3 21413.8 -.285 69.557 -59.8_ -.I0_ 39.585 22.566 34.390
i018.0 231804.3 2_8_.6 ..........._-,_BB .......69.559 -59.792 -.120 39.580 22.523 34,548
' ST13BET USING NOAAi3(6[84-}-_INEh-l'IAL_BT13M23,Nxo681 OYN. DATA. PAGE 18 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA .... HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS} (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1020.0 231628.3 21363._ ........ _,29/ 69.562 -59.681 -,I_2 39,533 22.k79 3_.708
1022,0 231k50,3 21337,8 -_29_ 69,56_ -59.503 -.186 39.525 22._35 3_,871
102_.0 231270._ 21312._ .........._ 2"-97......69.566 -59.175 -.213 39.570 22.390 35.038
i026,0 231088.8 21286,3 -.299 69,567 -58.653 -.218 39.586 22,3_6 35.207
1028.0 230906.0 21260.3 -,301 69.569 -57.927 -.198 39.563 22.301 35.377
1030.0 230722.4 2123_4 ............u.-3_Z ........69 571 -57.226 -.156 39.5_9 22.256 35.551
i032.0 230538.4 21208.3 -.303 69.57_ -56.691 -.192 39.580 22.212 35.725
i03_,0 23035_,3 21182.1 -.303 69.576 -56.226 -.173 39,587 22.166 35,913
1036.0 230170.521155,_ .....--T3--0"3"-.....69".578 -55.887 -.147 39.532 22.122 36.087
i038.0 229986.8 21129.7 ..........303 69.581 -55._80 -.135 _0.385 22.078 36.263
i0_0.0 22980k.7 21101.2- -.300 - 69.581 -55.02_ -.I_ _0.128 22.032 36.416
i0_2.0 22962_.i 2107_;9 ........-_299 .....69,583 -5_.477 -.180 39.200 21.990 36.59k
i0_,0 229_k.6 210_8.5 -.2g8 69.588 -53,929 -,ii0 39,8_ 21.95_ 36,78_
' i0_6,0 229267.3 21020.2 - 29_ 69.590 -53._70 -,139 39.701 21.918 36,971m
I0_8,0 229092,5 20993_1........L,2_ ......69,593 -52 680 027 39,153 21 883 37,158• • •
' 1050.0 228920.3 20966.5 -.288 69o598 -52,58_ -.608 38,8k8 21,8_9 37.3_4
I052.0 228750.9 209_0.0 ..... -._85" 69.603 -52.278 -.199 38.92_ 21.815 37,526
I05_.0 228584.0 20913.1 ..........U- _-B-i.........69 607- -52,204 -.086 39.123 21.781 37.70_
I056,0 228420.0 20885.9 ...... _,278 69.610 -53,_00 -.036 39.289 21,7_7 37,876
I058.0 228257.8 20858.3 -$277 .... 69.611 -5_.763 -oi07 39.395 21.713 38.045
i060,0 228096.1 20830.7 -.277 69,611 -56.009 -,175 39,37_ 21,678 38.213
1062.0 227933.7 20803.1 -.279 69.610 -57.010 -.181 39.%03 21.643 38.383
i064,0 227769,7 20775"3.............T'_3 .... 69,608 -57,798 -,201 39,579 21,608 38,554
I066,0 Z27603,2 207k7.0 -,286 69,605 -58,123 -.201 39,768 21,572 38,728
I068.0 22743_.2 20718.4 -.291 69.601 -58.214 -o205 39.752 21.536 38.907
I070.0 227262._ 20689.9 -.2_5 69o597 -58.043 -.166 39.728 21.500 39.091
i072.0 227087.8" 20661.2 ......=.2"99.......69.593 -57.737 -.171 39.758 21._6_ 39.281
i07_.0 226910.8 20632.3 -o303 69.588 -57.24_ -.169 39.785 21._27 39._7_
i076.0 226731.6 20603.4 -.306 69.58_ -56.869 -.137 39.76_ 21.391 39.672
I078,0 226550._ 20574_5 -,_0_.....69.580 -56.530 -o142 39.741 21,35_ 39,875
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
• STl38ET USING NOAAI3(6/ 84),INERTIAL-8TI3M23,NX068I DY N. OATA . PAGE 19 •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TIME ALlOE VELA GAMA HOGA SI GMAA 8ET AA ALPHAA MACHA OA( SEC) (FT I (FPS) (OEG) __ l.DEGI (DE G) (DEG) lOEG) ( -I (P SF )
1080.0 2 26 36 7 .5 2054 5 .2 -.31 2 69 .576 -56.40e - .097 39.771 21.316 40.0 86
1082.0 2261 82 . 9 20515.6 - . 31 4 69,572 -56 .211 -.059 39 .739 21.275 40.264
1084 .0 225996.7 2048601 -':;'". 3 11 6 9 . 570 -55.984 - .031 39 .732 2 1 .2 31 40.438
1086.0 2258 0 8.9 20 4 56 . 3 -.319 69.5 66 -56 . 03 6 - . 0 25 3Q.775 2 1 . 18 8 40 . 61 5
1088.0 22 56 19 . 7 20425.9 - . 32 2 69.564 -56.001 . 0 1 4 39 .759 21.143 40. 81 t
1090.0 22542 8. 8 20396.0-- ---- :- ; 3 2 5 --- - 6Q;S 60 -S5 .Q 6S .024 39.737 2 1 . 0 9 9 41 .007
Ion . 0 225236.1 20 365 .9 - . 32 8 69.555 - 5 5 . 9 0 1 .032 39 . 811 21.054 41 . 201
1094.0 225041.7 20335.6 - . 3 3 1 69.551 -56.091 . 10 60 39 . QZ3 21 .010 41.399
1096.0 224 845.3 20305. 3 - - --- - -~ ; j 3 5 "6"9 . 54 6 - 5 6 . 40 1 . 1 69 39 . 879 2 0 . 96 6 41. 6000
1098 .0 224646 .4 20 2 74 . 9 - . 33 9 69 .54 0 -56. 818 . 2 1 4 39 .936 20 . 92 1 41. 807
1100.0 224444 .4 20 244 . 2 - . 34 4 69.534 -57. 445 .189 40. 074 2 0 .87 6 42.01 8
1102.0 224 2 38 .8 20213. 0 -:.350 69.5 26 -58.044 .12 8 400162 20. 831 42 .235
1104.0 224 029 . 3 20 18 1 . 6 -.357 69.517 -58.504 . 0 83 40 .131 20.785 42 .459
, 1106.0 223 815 .1 20150.1 -. 36 4 69.507 -58.565 .076 40.139 20 .739 42 .692~
~ 1108.0 223596.4 20 118 . 3 -.371 69.49 6 -58.578 .082 40.1 80 2 0 . 6 9 2 42 .93 2~, 1110 .0 223373 .0 2008 6 . 4 - . 31 9 69 .4 85 -58.459 . 0 55 40 .179 20 .645 43 .19 5
1112.0 2 23 1 4 4 . 9 20 05 4 .4 -.3860 609.475 -58 .324 .019 40.160 2 0 . 598 43.437
1114.0 22291 2 . 0 2002 2.0 -. 393 69.467 -57 . 913 - .015 40.184 20 . 54 6 43 .685
1116 .0 222674.5 19989. 8 -.400 69 .4560 - 5 7 . 29 8 .028 40. 22 ~ 20 .493 43.92 8
1118 .0 222 4 3 3 . 3 19957.2 - .406 69.446 - 56 . 647 . 0 6 60 40.28 2 20 . 4 38 44.171
1120.0 222188.8 19924 .5 :... .410 609.435 - 5 6 . 06 0 .124 40.2 80 20 .384 44.433
1122 .0 221941 .7 19891 .8 - . 41 5 69.425 -55 .711 . 1 22 40 .271 20.330 44.695
1 124.0 2216QZ .1 19858.9 - . 4 19 69.415 -55 .354 . 1 4 5 40.294 20 .275 44 .962
1126.0 221440 .2 19825.7 .. · -·:" ~ 4 i2 69.404 -55.045 .1 95 40 .337 20 .221 45.233
1128.0 2211 86 . 5 197QZ.4- - - "; 4 26 69 . 393 -54 .813 .260 40. 37 2 20 .166 45 .509
1130 .0 220931.0 19759.1 " ·-~ . 4 2 9 69.382 - 5 4 . 74 5 .328 400335 20.112 45. 790
1132. 0 2 20 6 7 3 . 7 19725 .5 · - :·:~ 4 3 2 69 .310 - 54. 96 1 . 377 40.394 20 .057 46 .0 15
1134 .0 220414 .5 19691.5 - . 4 3 60 69.357 - 5 5 . 532 . 3 71 " 40.438 20 . 002 46 .363
11 36 . 0 220 153 .0 19 657 . 2 -.44 1 69. 343 - 5 6. 06 4 . 291 40 .41 7 1 9 . 94 6 46 .65 7
11 3 8.0 219888.6 19622. 5 -~ 44 6 - " 69 .3260 - 56. 44 3 . 22 2 40 .394 1 9 . 89 1 46 .955
ST13BET USING NOAAI3(b/84)_INERTIAL-BTI3M23_NX0681 DYN. DATA• PAGE 20
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1140.0 219621,1 19587•9 -,451 69.309 -56•570 •166 40.414 19•839 47•274
1142.0 219350•5 19553•0 -.457 69.290 -56•456 .165 40.415 I9•786 47.590
1144•0 219076.8 19518,1 -.462 69.271 -56.095 •135 40.338 19•733 47•913
1146.0 218800,4 19483,1 -•467 69,251 -55•692 ,148 40,333 19•679 48•242
1148.0 218521.6 19447•7 -•470 69.231 -55.382 •170 40•359 19,626 48.576
1150.0 218241.3 19411•6 -.473 69.210 -55•188 .169 40.365 19•571 48.911
i152,0 217960.2 19375.1 -•475 69.187 -54.651 .167 40•219 19•516 _9.263
1154.0 217678.7 19338.8 -.475 69.165 -53.725 .176 40.029 19•462 49•600
1156•0 217397,7 19302.8 -,475 69,144 -52,981 •213 39•912 19•408 49.941
1158•0 217117•7 19266•7 -•474 69.123 -52,477 .257 39.866 19•354 50•285
I160•0 216839.3 i9230•4 -,472 69.102 -52•559 •344 39•90I i9•300 50•627
ii62.0 216562.5 i9193.6 -•471 69.079 -53•073 ,303 39•895 19•246 50•967
1164•0 216286.9 19157.7 -•471 69.054 -53.531 •268 39.859 19.196 51.321
1166.0 216011.9 19121•I -.47I 69•028 -53.900 .22i 39.870 i9.148 51.676
1168.0 215737•0 19084 I -.472 68.999 -54 140 •238 39.889 19•099 52.030
iiTO,O 215462.4 i9046.9 -.473 68.970 -54.396 .242 39.90I I9•050 52,384
i172.0 215187.5 19009.5 -,474 68.940 -54.697 .230 39.876 19.002 52.738
ii74.0 2149ii.8 18972,2 -.477 68.909 -55.090 .I3q 39.849 i8.953 53.094
1176.0 214634.6 i8934.6 -.481 68.877 -55,365 .iIO 39.872 18.904 53,_53
i178.0 214355.6 18896.7 -.484 68,843 -55.544 ,094 39.881 i8•855 53,814
1180.0 214074.2 18858.4 -.490 68.807 -54,22I -.321 39.900 18.806 54.178
1182.0 213792.8 18819.6 -.486 68,776 -51.159 .181 39.905 18.756 54.545
i184.0 213516.0 18780,2 -.478 68.746 -48.775 1.822 39.769 I8.705 54,912
1186.0 2132_5.9 18740.7 -.469 68.716 -49.867 1.073 39.838 18.654 55.276
1188.0 212981.4 18701.7 -,463 68,684 -50.726 .508 40.191 18.605 55.634
1190.0 212721.7 18659.1 -,455 68.647 -51,247 .268 40.746 18.552 55.927
1192.0 212467.3 18617,6 -.449 68.609 -51.71_ .133 40.014 18.501 56.235
i194,0 212216.5 18577,3 -,446 68,571 -52,120 .I05 39.769 18.451 56,542
I196.0 211968.1 i8537.2 -,444 68.533 -53.II0 .I20 39.672 I8.402 56.8_7
ii98.0 211720.8 i8497.i -.445 68.492 -54.280 .120 39°623 18,352 57.150
STI3BET USING NOAA13(618_)_INERTIAL-BT13M23_NX0681DYN, DATA, PAGE _1
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (-) (PSF)
1200,0 211_72.8 18_56.8 -._8 68._8 -55.522 .119 39,668 18,302 57,454
1202.0 211222.7 18415.8 1,453 68,_01 -56,748 ,088 39,738 18,252 57,760
1204,0 210969,3 1837_,_ -._61 68.351 -57,773 -,003 39,810 18,201 58,072
1206.0 210711.0 18332.8 -._70 68.299 -58.213 .018 39.818 18.150 58.394
1208.0 210_47.3 18291.1 -.480 68.2_7 -58._90 .018 39.838 18.098 58.7_3
1210.0 210177.6 18249.0 -.491 68.193 -58.600 .023 39.908 18.0%6 59.070
1212.0 209901.8 18207.2 -.501 68.138 -58._85 .085 39.988 17.995 59._7
121%.0 _09620.2 18165.5 -.512 68.079 -58.32_ .113 %0.055 17.9_6 59.837
1216.0 209332.8 18123.6 -.522 68.021 -58.106 .152 %0.I05 17.897 60.2_2
1218.0 209039.9 18081.3 -.532 67.961 -58.170 .206 %0.179 17.8%8 60.659
1220.0 2087_i.7 18038._ -.5%2 67.900 -58._00 .213 _0.251 17.798 61.087
1222.0 208438.0 17995.2 -.552 67.836 -58.696 .208 _0.255 17.7_7 61.529
122W.0 208128.2 17951.8 -.56_ 67.772 -59.080 .145 40.256 17.696 61.986i
1226.0 207811.9 17908.1 -.576 67.705 -59.325 .i_3 40.263 17.6_5 62.460
1228.0 207488.6 1786_.0 -.589 67.637 -59.501 .129 _0.321 17.59_ 62.952
1230.0 207158.2 17819.5 -.602 67.567 -59.577 .151 40.305 17.5_I 63._62
1232.0 206820,5 17774.9 -'615 67.&96 -59.6_2 .133 40.322 17._89 63.993
123_.0 206475,5 17729.8 -.629 67._23 -59.598 .151 %0.378 17._36 6%.543
1236.0 206123.4 17684.2 -.642 67.349 -59.553 .136 %0.%15 17.382 65.110
1238.0 20576_._ 17638.1 -.65_ 67.273 -59._71 .099 _0._16 17.3_7 65.697
1240.0 205398.8 17591.6 -.657 67.195 -59.329 .0%3 _0.390 17.272 66.302
1242.0 205026.8 175_.8 -.679 67.116 -59.035 -.016 40.375 17.217 66.938
12%4.0 20_6%8.9 17497.7 -.690 67.036 -58._28 -.02% %0.359 17.161 67.561
1246.0 20_266.i 17_50.3 -.699 66.955 -57.69_ .003 _0.338 17.106 68.201
12_8.0 203879.3 17403.3 -.706 66.875 -57.052 .079 _0.3_i 17.050 68.905
1250.0 203489.9 17354.6 -.712 66.792 -56.658 .074 %0.36% 16.993 69.587
1252.0 203098.9 1730_.5 .....716 66.708 -56.305 .086 40.396 16.934 70.2_7
125_.0 202706.7 17254.1 .720 66.623 -55.923 .083 %0.360 16.87_ 70.907
1256.0 202314.0 17203.5 -.722 66.539 -55.551 .115 _0.3%3 16.815 71.569
1258.0 201921.2 17152.6 -.72_ 66.%53 -55.515 .20_ _0.336 16.755 72.235
* STI3BET USING NOAAI3(618_INERTIAL-BT13M23_NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 22
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1260,0 201528.5 17101.3 -0727 66,365 -550769 ,216 40,380 16,694 72,899
1262,0 201135,6 17049,6 -.729 66•276 -56,253 •213 40.420 16.633 73.565
1264,0 200741,9 16997.4 -•734 66,183 -56,967 ,146 40,414 16,572 74,233
1266.0 200346.2 16944,6 -•740 66•086 -57,550 ,124 400419 16,510 74,905
1268,0 199948,6 16890,3 -•746 65,984 -58,060 ,029 40,439 16,447 750572
1270,0 199549,0 16835.3 -,752 65.878 -57,561 -,105 400339 160382 76,242
1272•0 19914804 16780.1 -.754 650772 -56,156 -.092 40,135 16.318 76.917
1274,0 198749•8 16724,5 -.750 65,666 -54,646 -,008 39,982 16,253 77,587
1276,0 198355,9 16668,9 .... -•743 65.562 -53•328 •029 39,800 16,189 78,244
1278,0 19796900 16613,2 -,732 65,458 -520927 ,049 39,672 16,124 78,882
1280,0 197590•3 16556,7 -•720 65,351 -520780 •080 390537 16,059 79•491
1282.0 197220.8 16499.5 -•705 _ 65,241 -52.887 0079 39.387 15,993 80.067
1284,0 196861,0 16441,6 -•691 65,125 -530133 -,092 39,238 15,927 80.598
' 1286•0 196511,3 1638404 -,676 65,011 -52,459 - 122 38,979 15•858 81,062
1288 0 196172.0 16328•I 659 64 899 -51,649 - 093 38,744 15•791 81,502
12gOoO 19584308 16272.1 -.642 64.788 -51,648 ,001 38,671 15.727 81.967
129200 195526.4 16215.8 -.626 64.674 -52.659 -0017 38.652 15.660 82.313
129400 19521802 16159'2 0614 64,556 -53.843 -.036 38,676 15,594 82,654
1296,0 19491604 16102,1 -,608 64,430 -530723 -,699 38,724 15,528 82.968
1298,0 194621.6 16044,i -,588 640313 -45.854 -.358 38,872 150461 83,252
1300.0 1943_7,4 15985,6.... -,539 64.221 -36.222 -,152 38.893 15.394 83,463
130200 194108,4 15926,9 -0467 64,160 -260651 -0204 380897 15,328 830561
1304,0 193915,4 15868,! -,378 64,133 -16,825 -,224 380925 15,265 83.564
1306,0 193775,8 15809,1 -,Z77 64,145 -60702 -,197 380974 15.202 83,316
130800 193693,6 15750,i -.173 64.198 3.588 -.205 39.035 15.143 82,954
1310.0 193668.3 15691,0 -.072 640293 13.969 -.171 39.132 15.085 82.394
1312,0 193695,1 15632,1 ,017 ....640429 24,255 -.178 39.269 15.029 810694
1314.0 193764,8 1557306 0085 640602 34,532 -o179 39,446 140975 80.869
1316.0 19386403 15515,2 .128 64.808 440830 -.165 390721 14.921 79,963
1318,0 193978.0 15456,8.... 0139 650042 550104 -.121 40.013 14.868 79.021
* ST13BET USING NOAAI-3(618k)_INERTIAL-BT13M23_NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 23
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG} (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1320.0 19%087.5 15398,5 ,115 65,299 65,358 -.063 %0,380 I%,815 78,102
1322.0 19_173.2 15339,7 . . .052 65,572 75,%59 -,03% %0,886 1%.761 77.256
132%.0 19%21%,I 15280.0 -.051 65.857 85,065 ,198 %1,%32 i_,70% 76,537
1326.0 19_189,0 15219,6 -,188 66,1%5 89.326 .570 %1,899 i%,6%5 76,006
1328,0 19%089,0 15158,0 -,330 66,%37 89,3%6 .409 42.388 i%,583 75,677
1330,0 19391_,% 15095.1..........._,470 ............66,1731 88,121 .333 %2.773 1%,518 75,5_8
1332,0 193667,7 15031_2 -,604 67,028 85,469 .336 _3,106 i_,450 75.612
133%,0 19335%,8 1%966,3 -,725 67,328 81,111 ,308 %3,320 1%,376 75,753
1336,0 192985,1 i_901.3 -,82_ 67,627 7%,989 .27% %3.320 I%,293 75.973
1338.0 192572.0 I%836.7 -.895 67,920 67,686 ,177 %3.2%1 i%,217 76,%24
13%0,0 192131,5 I%771,5 -,938 68,207 61.5%0 ,279 %3,07% 1%,139 76.9%5
1342,0 191676,2 i_706,8 ....''957....68,%82 5%,833 ,18% %2.969 i_,062 77,511
1344,0 191219,1 I_642,1 -.953 68,7%1 %9.978 ,006 %2,8%0 13,98% 78.08_
! 13%6.0 190769,3 I%577,0 -.938 68.996 _8,358 ,052 %2,710 13.907 78.631
13%8,0 190329.5 i_511.5 -.919 69.250 %7.089 ,130 %2.583 13,830 79.1%5
' 1350,0 189903,1 i_445,8 -,893 69,499 %7,366 -,092 %2.%09 13,753 79,61%
1352.0 189488.7 i%380,7 -.877 69,757 %8,869 ,17% %2.1%5 13,679 80,052
135%,0 189082,6 14315,7 -,867 70,020 49.861 .97% %1,962 13,60% 80.%69
1356,0 188683,0 1%250.7 -,855 70.284 %9,056 ,_26 %1,890 13.530 80,86_
1358.0 188291,8 ik185,5 -,8_0 70,546 _8.%86 .170 %_,%07 13.457 81.231
1360.0 187911.1 iki17.7 -,819 70,813 %8,078 ,Ii% %2,02_ 13.381 81,53%
1362,0 1875%1,5 i%052.1 -.800 71.076 %7,70% .i00 %1.622 13.307 81,829
136%,0 187182,6 13986.8 .......-,780 71,3%0 47,256 ,159 %1.38k 13.235 82,093
1366.0 186835,3 13921,9 -,758 71,597 46,332 ,0%5 %1.183 13,16% 82.338
1368,0 186500,7 13857,i -,73% 71.850 _6,392 -,028 %1,03_ 13.096 82.560
1370,0 186178.2 13792.6 -.712 72,105 %7,01_ -.026 %0,881 13,029 82,7%6
1372,0 185866._ 13728,5 ...... ",695 72,363 47.860 -.076 %0,773 12,962 82,901
137%.0 185563,0 1366k,6 -.682 72.626 %9.029 -,098 %0.727 12,896 83.029
1376,0 185265.8 13600.5 -,673 72,89& 50.373 -,ii% %0,677 12.829 83.132
1378.0 18%972.0 13536.6 -.672.....73.167 51.691 -,077 %0,657 12.763 83,2_
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) _ (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1380.0 184678.4 13472.9 -.676 73.445 52.865 -.020 40.654 12.697 83.314
1382.0 184382.7 13408.7 -.684 73.729 53.685 -.013 40.657 12.631 83.399
1384.0 184083.5 13344.4 -.696 74.016 54.167 .015 40.644 12.564 83,490
1386.0 183779.6 13280.0 -.709 74.305 54.093 ,085 40.582 12.498 83.590
1388.0 183470.8 13215.9 -.721 74.5g8 53,529 .Ogl 40.537 12.435 83.751
13qO.O 183157.7 13151.8 -.732 74.890 52.945 -.007 40.525 12.374 83.937
1392,0 182841,2 13087.8 -.741 75.182 52,544 ,011 40,524 12,313 84.135
1394,0 182521.7 13023,8 -,750 75.474 52,204 ,013 40.529 12.251 84.338
1396.0 182199,8 12959.5 -,757 75.767 51.753 -.030 40,527 12.190 84.544
1398.0 181876.2 12895.2 -.763 76.059 51.355 -.085 40 656 12.129 84.751
1400,0 181551,7 12830,I -,766 76,352 50,928 -.152 40,698 12.067 84.949
1402.0 181227,I 12765,0 -.769 76.646 50.644 -.139 40,639 12.005 85.144
1404.0 180902.9 12700.1 -.771 76.939 50.248 -.I02 40.558 11.944 85.337
1406.0 180579,1 12635,6 -.772 77,231 49,760 .102 40,477 11,882 85,529
1408.0 180256.4 12571.2 -.772 77.522 49,334 -.170 40.458 11.822 85,718
1410.0 179935.0 12506.9 -.772 77.814 49.198 -.189 40.376 11.761 85.898
1412.0 179615,2 12442,5 -.771 78,I07 49,265 -,168 40,355 Ii,700 86,079
1414.0 179296.7 12378,0 -.771 78,402 49.402 -.155 40,309 11.640 86.257
1416.0 178978.7 12314,1 -,774 78.696 49.523 -.183 40,264 11.580 86.436
1418,0 178660,2 12250,4 -,780 78.992 49,742 -.180 40,276 II,520 86.617
1420.0 178340.3 12186.7 -.787 79.289 50.056 -,134 40,310 11.461 86.798
1422,0 178018,3 12122.8 -.796 79,590 50.314 -,183 40,354 11.401 86,981
1424.0 177693.1 12059.0 -.808 79.892 50.820 -.145 40.394 11.341 87.169
1426.0 177363.7 I1995,0 -.823 80.198 51.303 -.076 40.440 11.281 87.367
1428.0 177028.8 i1930,7 -.840 80.506 51.603 -,041 40.474 ii,222 87,589
1430.0 176688,1 i1865,3 -.858 80.817 51.759 -.035 40.502 11.165 87.866
1432.0 176341,5 11799.6 -.875 81.131 51.373 -.002 40.494 11.108 88,154
1434.0 175989.8 11733,6 -,889 81.444 50,346 .036 40.460 11,050 88.452
1436,0 175635.1 11667.8 -.898 81.754 48,930 .054 40.366 10.993 88.758
1438.0 175279.6 i1602.3 -,901 82.058 47,811 -.040 40,299 i0,935 89,068
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-] {PSF)
1440,0 174925,3 11536.9 -,901 82.361 47•287 -,i04 40.245 i0.878 89.358
1442.0 174572•7 11471.5 -,900 82.662 46.941 -,176 40.210 10•821 89.660
1444.0 174222.4 I1406.0 -,898 82.966 47,110 -.187 40.160 10,763 89.933
1446.0 173874.2 I1340.5 -•899 83,273 47,532 -,155 40•099 10•706 90.195
1448.0 173526,7 I1274.9 -.903 83.587 48,021 -•114 40.074 10.648 90.457
1450.0 173178,6 11209,2 -,909 83,908 480584 -,051 40,319 10,590 90,716
1452.0 172829,1 11143•2 -,919 84,234 49,247 .047 39,964 10.532 90,972
1454,0 172476•7 11077,3 -•932 84.564 49.533 ,059 39,926 10.474 91,235
1456.0 172120.4 ii011,8 -•948 84•895 49.742 .101 39.857 10.416 91•512
1458.0 171759,6 10946.3 -.965 85,230 49.817 .098 39.812 10•359 91.831
1460.0 171393.9 10880.7 -•982 85•566 49,650 ,012 39.791 i0,301 92•118
1462•0 171023.8 10815.0 -.998 85,903 49,450 -,074 39.754 I0,243 92.414
1464,0 170649,9 i0749.0 -1.012 86,242 49.224 -.139 39.692 I0.185 92.716
1466,0 170272,8 I0682.7 -I 025 86 585 49.040 -,196 39.641 i0 122 92.927
146800 169893.4 1061601 -10036 86o932 490151 -o188 39o562 I0,054 93 056
' 1470.0 169511.1 10549.3 -1.051 87.285 49.461 -.059 39.466 9,985 93.227
1472.0 169125,I i0483.1 -1.067 87.638 49,460 -,048 39,321 9.918 93.383
1474.0 168735,1 i0417.4 -10084 87,993 49,519 -.021 39.221 9.851 93,552
1476.0 168340.7 I0351,8 -I,I02 880350 49.443 -.083 39,165 9.784 93.732
1478.0 167942.310285,7 -1.119 88.712 49,561 -.065 39.Iii 9.716 93.911
1480.0 167539,6 i0219,4 -1.134 890075 460760 0084 39•102 9.649 94,092
1482.0 167138.3 i0153,1 -I,124 89.415 420379 -,154 38,980 9,581 94.252
1484,0 166746.1 i0087,2 -i,097 89.738 39,823 -.210 38.810 9,514 94.374
1486,0 166366.7 i0021,7 -1.064 90.053 38.726 -o179 38,690 9,447 94,451
1488.0 166001,3 9956.7 -10029 900365 38,213 -,189 380555 9.381 94,482
1490,0 165649.8 9892,2 -0996 90.675 38,338 -,190 380425 9,316 94,466
1492.0 165311.2 9828.3 -.966 90,988 39.044 -.205 38,328 9.252 94,408
1494,0 164983.6 9764,6 -,943 91.308 400335 -,193 380284 9,188 94,308
1496,0 164664.3 9701,2 -0928 91.638 41,664 -.109 38.234 9,124 94,178
1498.0 164350.6 9637.9 -,919 91.975 42.605 -,i18 38.170 9,061 940023
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1500.0 164040•7 9575.0 -•916 92•318 43.179 -•132 38.087 8•998 93,854
1502.0 163732,7 9514•2 -•917 92•663 43,573 -•141 37•973 8.937 93.704
1504.0 163425•4 9453.9 -•922 9_,010 44.036 -•IgZ 37.878 8,877 93,55_
1506.0 163117•3 9393•7 -.931 93.361 44.713 -.194 37•849 8.817 93•402
1508.0 162806.9 9333•7 -•945 93.718 45•226 -.170 37•800 8.757 93,256
1510•0 162492•9 9274.2 -•965 94•077 45.715 -.i05 37•728 8.697 93,123
1512.0 162173•4 9215.2 -.989 94•438 45.960 -•145 37.664 8•638 93,012
1514•0 161847•7 9156,2 -I.014 94.805 46•444 -.093 37.608 8.579 92.913
1516.0 161515.0 9097•2 -1.042 95•175 46,344 -.077 37,553 8•520 92,831
1518•0 161175.3 9038,5 -1.070 95.544 45.750 -.058 37.436 8•461 92.770
1520•0 160829.3 8980•2 -1•094 95•910 44•945 -•091 37.296 8•403 92,734
1522.0 160477,7 8922.6 -i•I17 96•269 44•272 -•034 37,170 8.348 92.772
1524.0 160121.2 8865.4 -1•139 96•624 43.598 -•049 37•056 8•293 92•843
1526•0 159760•0 8808.7 -1•160 96 977 43,343 - 041 36•959 8.240 92•930
_ 1528.0 159394.3 8752.3 -I,182 97.330 43.287 -.028 36.881 8.186 93.035
1530,0 159023,6 8696,3 -i,206 97,685 43.442 -.001 36,838 8.133 93.157
1532.0 158647.I 8640.5 -1.234 98.042 43.789 ,061 36,761 8.080 93,298
1534,0 158263,7 8585.1 -I,266 98.402 44,184 .i14 36.705 8,028 93,464
1536.0 157871,9 8530.1 -1.305 98.770 43.147 .783 36.660 7.975 93,661
1538.0 157473.4 8474.8 -I,316 99.109 34.601 .358 36.799 7.923 93.867
1540.0 157081.1 8418,6 -1.281 99.382 25.127 ,281 36.738 7.870 94.036
1542.0 156706.3 8362.6 -i,214 99,584 15.291 .291 36.558 7.818 94,140
1544.0 156356.6 8307.0 -1.127 99.707 4.907 .235 36.408 7,765 94,152
1546,0 156035,5 8252,0 -1,035 99,744 -5,398 ,266 36,225 7,714 94,065
1548.0 155741,4 8197.6 -.955 99.696 -15.937 ,238 36,068 7.663 93,885
1550.0 155468.8 8143,6 -.902 99.564 -26,488 .208 35,917 7.612 93,631
1552,0 155207,8 8089,9 -,889 99,353 -36,980 ,212 35,789 7,562 93,335
1554.0 154945.3 8036.6 -.930 99,069 -46,422 -,075 35,715 7,512 93.043
1556,0 154666,3 7983,9 -I,013 98.747 -49.843 -.i07 35.487 7.463 92.819
1558,0 154364,4 7931,8 -I,i09 98.415 -51,302 -.007 35.398 7,414 92.686
* STI3BET USING NOAAI3(b/8_)_INERTIAL-BTI3M23_NX0681DYN. DATA, PAGE 27
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} {DEG) (DEG) (-} (PSF)
1560.0 15k036,9 787q,@ -1.21_ 98.079 -52.197 .055 35.353 7.365 92.637
1562.0 153682,0 7828.0 -1.326 97,745 -52.737 ,013 35,307 7.316 92.679
1564,0 153298.6 7776.4 " -I._42 97,408 -52,60g -.007 35,271 7.268 92.822
1566,0 152886,5 772_.9 -1.558 97.070 -51.992 -.083 35.227 7.220 93,0_4
1568.0 152_7.5 7673,3 -1.666 96.733 -50.7_2 -,i07 35,16_ 7.171 93.391
1570.0 15198_.3 7621,5 ....LI,TbO.......q6 %01 -_7.795 -,146 35,125 7,123 93.792
1572.0 151502,5 7569.9 -1.832 96.089 -4_,028 --,i0% 3_,99% 7,074 9_o260
1574,0 151008,0 7518.8 -1.882 95,803 -%0,300 .021 3%,792 7,026 9q,779
1576.0 150506,6 7468'8 ....aI.915 ....95'531 "38,173 .088 3_,668 6.982 95,_34
1578.0 150001,7 7&19.2 -I,937 95.267 -36,865 ,129 3_,538 6.939 96,131
1580,0 i%9_95.5 7369.6 -I,953 95,008 -35,711 ,139 3%,336 _.897 96.832
158_,0 148989,5 7320.4 LI,96_ 94,756 -34.621 ,133 3_.132 6.854 97,5_0
158_.0 I%8_8%,7 7271,8 -1.971 9%,511 -33,735 ,242 33.932 6,812 98.255
! 1586,0 i_7982,0 7223,4 -1.977 94.270 -33,81g ,335 33,76_ 6.770 98,96_
1588,0 i_7%80,5 7i75,6 -i,990 9_,014 -34,931 ,275 33.606 6.729 99,696
' 1590,0 i_6978,7 7128,2 -2,009 93,726 -36,384 .21_ 33._0 6,690 I00._91
1592,0 146474.6 7081,0 -2.036 93,424 -37.5_9 ,i05 33,299 6.650 I0_.298
1594.0 145966,5 7034,1 .....-2.069 93.113 -37.8_6 .120 33.122 6.611 i02,129
1596,0 145%53,9 6987,6 -2.103 92,801 -37.852 ,127 32,92_ 6,572 I02,988
1598,0 14_936,7 _941.2 -2.136 92.%84 -37.912 ,i06 32.7_0 6,533 103,869
1600.0 144415.7 _894,0 -2.164 92,158 -38,644 .087 32.641 6.494 I04,7%1
1602.0 143891,6 6846.3 -2.195 91,812 -38,723 -,149 32._67 6,454 105,608
160_.0 r_336_.8 6799,i -2.215 gI,_78 -35,300 -.268 32.131 6._i_ 106.502
1606,0 I%28_0,0 6752,7 -2,21_ 91,178 -32,76_ -,016 31,8%9 6'375 i07,_07
i_08.0 i%2320.0 _706,7 -2,207 90.885 -32,_0 ,i18 31.580 _.337 108,300
I_i0,0 I_1805.1 _0._ ...."2,202 90,581 -_3.607 ,15_ 31,392 6,298 109,1_5
1612,0 l_12g_._ 66i_,8 ....._2,205 90,266 -3_.779 ,121 31,160 6,259 ii0,020
161_,0 I_0785,9 6568.9 -2,215 89,933 -35,930 ,071 30,906 6.221 ii0,878
1616,0 I_0278,1 6522.7 -2.231 89.580 -36,793 ,026 30,67_ 6,182 111,7_4
1618,0 139770,0 6_76,8 ....-2'252 89'217 -37,753 -,029 30,467 6,I_3 i12,617
ST13BET USING NOAA13(6iB4-)_INE_YtAL-BTI3H23_NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 28 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC} (FT) (FPS)........(DEG}. (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1620.0 139259.9 6_31.5 -2.283 88.8_6 -38.250 -.057 30.218 6.106 113.518
1622,0 138746.0 638[t0 ....... -K,_!_ .... 88._7_ -38.241 .006 30.021 6.068 11_,_61
162_.0 138228.1 6342.5 -2.35_ 88.096 -38.722 .0_I 29.955 6,031 I15._21
1626,0 137706,0 6297,7 -2,392 .87,707 -39,373 -,009 29,813 5,993 116,37_
1628.0 137179.2 6251.0 -2._32 87.326 -39.523 -.0_6 29.652 5.9_6 116.996
1630.0 136648,3 6204,0 -2.467 86.936 -39.3_7 -.091 29._87 5.899 117.613
1632.0 136114.5 6157.1 -2.500 86.5_5 -38.876 -.i_ 29.277 5.851 i18.2_2
163_.0 135_78.1 6111.0 -2.531 86.161 -37.783 -.I_7 29.026 5.805 118.899
1636.0 135039.7 6065_5 ......._2 559 8_.788 -37,088 -.023 28.858 5.759 i19._83
1638.0 134499.9 6020.2 -2.587 85.412 -37.606 .026 28.729 _.714 120.269
1640.0 133958.0 5972.2 -2.620 85.03_ -38.%79 .012 28.61_ 5.673 121.166
16_2.0 133413.6 592376........L2 655 8_.6_6 -38.815 .005 28._6_ 5.632 122.083
1644.0 132866.7 5875 3 -2,689 84.251 -38.61_ .006 28.290 5.592 123.00_! e
16_6.0 132318.2 _826.8 ,2,717 83.854 -38 006 .070 28.108 5.551 123.924
=. 16%8.0 131769 % 5778.6 -2.7_0 83._60 -37.196 .I_6 27.888 5.510 124.8%_
1650.0 131220.6 5731.2 -2.764 83.074 -36.719 .229 27.629 5.471 125.788
1652.0 130671.7 5685.6 -2.789 82.702 -37.06_ .3_8 27._99 5.433 126.864
1654.0 130121.9 5640,3 _2.822 82.317 -38._64 .368 27._51 5.395 127.95&
1656.0 129569._ 5594.8 -2.863 81.912 -39.554 .26_ 27.363 5.358 129.046
1658.0 129013._ 5549_! -2.907 81._93 -39.978 .271 27.20_ 5.320 130.I_3
1660.0 128453.6 5503.5 -2.952 81.064 -40.273 .243 27.031 5.282 131.255
1662.0 127889.9 5458.0 -2.998 80.628 -_0.163 .214 26.846 5.2_ 132.388
1664.0 127322.8 5415.2 -3.03_ 80.177 -39.95_ .195 26.637 5.215 13_.056
1666.0 126752.7 5372.7 -3.079 79.720 -39.904 .180 26._8 5.187 135.766
1668.0 126180.1 5330.2 -3.118 79.256 -39.9_9 .123 26.251 5.158 137.505
1670.0 12560_.2 5287.8 -3.153 78.786 -39.728 .076 26.035 _.129 139.262
1672.0 125029._ 5245.2 -3.i83 78.309 -39.625 .028 25.839 5.100 141.025
1674.0 124_53.6 5203.2 -3.207 77.828 -39.113 -.051 25.550 5.071 I_2.773
1676.0 123878.6 5163.3 -3.227 77.346 -38.366 -.I08 25.253 5.039 I%4._70
1678.0 123304.9 5123.8 -3.244 76.871 -37.857 -.108 25.048 5.007 I_6.191
# ST13BET USING NOAA13(b/84)_INERTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681 DYN• DATA• PAGE 2q
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1680•0 1_2733•1 5084.6 -3°260 76,397 -37,608 -°0_5 _•873 4.976 147•q17
1682.0 122163.0 5045•6 -3,275 75,q19 -37•954 007 24•710 4,q45 149.642
1684.0 121595.1 5006.i -3.290 75.418 -38•977 :iii 24.565 4•913 151.3_6
1686•0 121028.8 4966•1 -3•311 74•912 -39•518:155 24.334 4•879 152•9388. 0_63 0 %ga O 4 .4 0 .734 182 097 . 45 _.507
1690•0 i19896.5 W886.5 "3•373 73•_12 -39•318 .041 23.930 4.810 156.107
169_•0 i1932q.5 48_7.0 -3,404 73.414 -39•356 •054 23•805 4.776 157.715
169_.0 118761•9 4807.8 .....-3.439 72•910 -39.666 .I19 _3•68_ 4•742 159•336
1696.0 118192.7 4768•7 -3.482 7_•392 -40•507 .012 23.551 4.708 160•975
1698•0 I17621.i 4729._ -3.524 71•864 -40.318 •033 23.435 4.673 162.618
1700.0 I17048.6 4689.9 -3.555 71.331 -40.874 •053 23•318 4.639 164.243
1702.0 I16476.1 4649.9 -3•589 70.762 -41.203 -.068 23.15_ 4.603 165•821
1704•0 115903.7 4608•7 -3.609 70•181 -40•811 -.006 _3.596 4.567 167•310
1706.0 115334.6 4568.0 -3.630 69.599 -40•836 •006 22.902 4•531 168•789
1708 0 114765.8 45_8.6 -3.667 69 OZl -40.658 -.030 22•513 4.496 170.355
1710.0 I141_6.8 4490.6 -3.696 68.425 -39.917 -.032 22._6_ 4.461 171.918
1712.0 113628.5 4453.0 -3.722 67•832 -39.585 .006 22.040 4.426 173.493
1714.0 I13060.9 4415.7 --3.753 67.230 -40.042 -.079 21.838 4.391 175.067
1716.0 ii_493.4 4378,4 -3.786 66,6_7 -3g,581 ,00_ 21,667 4.356 176.643
1718.0 iI1q_6.4 4341.3 -3.816 66.0_4 -39•471 .049 21.509 4.321 178._16
1720.0 Ii1359.6 4304.7 -3.848 65.420 -39.264 .122 21.361 4.286 179.768
1722.0 110792.5 4268.4 -3.887 64.797 -40.029 .066 21.203 4.249 181.107
1724.0 ii0224.6 4231.8 -3.930 64.143 -41.i08 -.124 21.033 4.211 182.4Z0
17_b.O 109654.9 4195.3 -3.979 63.481 -41.061 -.I04 20.924 4.173 183.734
1728,0 I0q083.8 4158.7 -4.020 62.817 -40.552 -.007 20.788 4.136 185.027
1730.0 i08512.6 4122.1 -4.053 62.153 -40.047 .05g 20.517 4.098 186.297
1732.0 i07941.9 4085.7 ....._4,088 61.500 -39.256 .188 20.403 4.062 187.575
1734.0 107371.7 4049.3 -4.121 60.852 -38.795 .232 20.234 4.027 18g.190
1736.0 106802.9 4012.6 -4.142 60.1qg -38.233 .239 20.i17 3.g92 190.734
1738.0 i06237.6 3975.6 -4,152 59.532 -38 653 .134 19.926 3.957 192.106
ST13BET USING NOAA13(618€)_INERTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA, PAGE 30
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT} (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1740.0 105676.3 3938.7 -_.167 58.8_9 -38.961 .050 19.666 3.922 193.4_5
17_2,0 105117.2 3902._ -_.198 58,168 -39o120 ,023 19.336 3.887 19_.769
1744o0 i0_558.3 3866,8 -_.2%2 57,489 -39.06_ .01% 19,093 3.853 196,157
17_6o0 103998.8 3831,3 -_,285 56,808 -38,675 ,032 18,936 3,819 197,532
17_8,0 i03_39.6 3795,7 -4,321 56.118 -38o_80 -,15_ 18.808 3.785 198,867
1750.0 i02882o2 3760,0 -4.321 55._68 -31o_61 -.285 18o762 3.751 200.130
1752o0 102337.1 3724,0 -&.222 5&.975 -21.711 -,I_2 18o66_ 3.716 201.229
175_,0 I0181_.8 3688,0 -4.053 5_o668 -ii,367 -.051 18,523 3.682 202,080
1756.0 101322.0 3651,5 -3,8_6 5_.55g -1.721 -.122 18.355 3.6_8 _02.716
1758.0 100861.5 361_,4 -3,629 54,659 8.680 -.093 18.328 3.613 203.0_0
1760,0 100431.1 3577oi -3.44_ 54.969 18o368 -.092 18.173 3o578 203.021
1762.0 i0002_,0 3539.9 -3.333 55,_78 28.179 -.027 18,00_ 3.5_4 202.7_3
1764,0 99628.7 3503.0 -3,317 56.156 35.521 .196 17o773 3.509 202.3_6
' 1766o0 9923_ 8 3_66o5 -3 365 56.913 38,333 .127 17o61_ 3 475 201.933
1768 0 98836 6 3430,6 -3.452 57,708 _0 267 ,069 17,490 3o4_I 201,572
, 1770.0 98_30.1 339_.9 -3.567 58.533 _1._08 o035 17._28 3._08 201o289
1772.0 98012.9 3359.8 -3.700 59.373 _2.115 .056 17.388 3.37_ 201.082
1774.0 97584.0 3324.8 -3.834 60.231 42.062 .010 17,380 3.340 200.928
1776,0 97144.2 3289o7 -3o963 61.100 42o066 -.015 17.377 3.307 200.825
1778o0 96694o0 3254,8 -4o095 61.977 42,054 -.048 17,322 3.273 200,806
1780.0 96233o_ 3220.2 -_,226 62.858 _I.708 -o122 17,286 3o240 200.860
1782,0 95762,8 3185,7 -4o356 63o739 _i._76 -.206 17,237 3.207 200.996
178_.0 95282.8 3151.5 -4o_88 6%.635 41._62 -.166 17.152 3.174 201.193
1786.0 94793oi 3117o_ -4.621 65.56_ %2.129 -,112 17.089 3oi_i 201o%09
1788.0 94294oi 3083o7 -4o753 66,521 41,847 -.211 16.992 3.107 201.642
1790,0 93785o7 3050,3 -4,896 67.501 _2,927 -,256 16.95_ 3,074 201,9%7
1792,0 93266o7 3017,% -5,05_ 68o5_0 _5o575 ,736 16,786 3o0_2 202,468
179_o0 92736,5 298_o2 -5o219 69,585 _6o737 -,193 16,697 3,009 202,920
1796o0 92190o2 2951o5 -5.&66 70.712 48.940 .I19 16o528 2,976 203.536
1798,0 91623,7 2918.9 -5,725 71,845 _8.648 ,088 16,319 2,9_6 20_o6_0
STI3BET USING NDAAI3(6/B4)_INERTIAL-BTI3M23_NX0681 DYN• DATA• PAGE 31
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {-) (PSF)
1800•0 91038,0 2886,5 -5,941 72.939 43,264 -,127 16,216 2,917 206•101
1802.0 90441.4 2854,3 -6,082 73•973 41,250 -.026 16,119 2,888 207,658
1804,0 89839•4 2821,7 -6,180 74.997 39,308 ,105 16,026 2,859 209,202
1806,0 89236.4 2789,3 -6•239 75,984 36.966 •038 15.855 2.830 210,7_8
1808•0 88635,6 2756•9 -6.279 76,953 36•539 ,077 15,677 2,801 212.211
1810.0 88037.7 2724•9 -6•318 77.919 35.817 •091 15•504 2.772 213•665
1812.0 87443.4 2692.9 -6.343 78.873 34.896 .028 15.327 2.743 215•030
1814.0 86854.0 2660.9 -6.362 79.838 35.205 •075 15.136 2.714 216.289
1816.0 86269•3 2629.0 -6•387 80•822 34.98_ .188 14.921 2•685 217•467
1818.0 85689•4 2597.3 -6•408 81•797 34.757 .192 14.743 2.656 218.571
1820•0 85113.8 2565•7 -6.439 82•789 34.533 •226 14.531 2.626 219•41&
1822•0 84541.9 2534•3 -6•477 83.77g 33•854 •173 14.369 2,595 220.088
1824.0 83973.8 2502.9 -6.508 84.779 34•144 •175 14.318 2.564 220•659
' 1826.0 83409.9 2471 2 -6.533 85 799 33.183 .293 14•335 2.533 221.050
1828.0 82854.4 2438.9 -6.458 86 717 24.481 .340 14.179 2.501 221.174
1830.0 82316.3 2407.2 -6.294 87.348 14.211 .251 13.911 2.469 221.150
1832.0 81801.6 2374.7 -6.069 87.643 3.643 .007 13.802 2.436 220.597
1834.0 81313.6 2341.5 -5.821 87.641 -5._84 -.012 13.761 _.403 219.516
1836.0 80852.6 2307.6 -5.572 87.375 -13.163 .047 13.943 2.368 217.943
1838.0 80418.3 2272.9 -5.326 86.924 -16.299 .262 14.131 2.333 215.848
1840.0 80009.7 2237.6 -5.085 86.385 -18.181 ,246 14.240 2.297 213.308
1842.0 79626.5 2202.0 -4.844 85.778 -18.969 .162 14.075 2.261 210.381
1844.0 79266.3 2167.0 -'.647 85.154 -19.111 -.382 13.739 2.225 207.260
1846.0 78925.3 2132.7 -'.486 84.620 -15.650 .530 13.496 2.190 204.040
1848.0 78600.2 2099.i -4.364 84.118 -16.481 .420 13.517 2,156 200.738
1850.0 78289.2 2065.6 -4.233 83.624 -13.954 i.045 13.522 2.122 197.358
1852.0 77992.1 2032.9 "4•129 83.131 -15.921 .458 13.257 2•089 194.059
1854.0 77704.9 2001.2 -4.088 82.638 -15.542 .173 12.953 2.056 190.810
1856.0 77423.6 1970.3 -4.087 82.205 -13.587 .141 12.631 2.025 187.617
1858.0 77145.0 1940.4 -4.143 81.824 -12.295 .I07 12.199 1.995 184.562
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6/84)_iNERTIAL-BTI3M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 32
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) {FT) {FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1860,0 76864,2 1911.9 -4,281 81,498 -11,069 ,100 11,728 1,966 181,756
1862.0 76576,1 1884.6 -4,488 81,226 -9,727 .171 11,333 1.938 179,202
1864.0 76276.6 1858,3 -_.755 80,991 -9,016 ,228 Ii,006 1.912 176,904
1866,0 75962.3 1832.9 -5.076 80.769 -8.745 .210 10.739 1.886 174,881
1868,0 75631,0 1808,3 -5,422 80.551 -8.446 .144 10,641 1,_61 173,108
1870,0 75281,9 1784,4 -5,800 80,365 -7,329 ,145 10,371 1,837 171,574
1872,0 74912,6 1761,5 -6,224 80,217 -6,436 ,195 10,087 1,814 170,368
1874.0 76521,I 1739,4 -6,672 80,071 -6,504 ,189 I0,053 1,792 169,451
1876,0 74108,1 1717,6 -7,118 79,907 -6,726 ,096 9,907 1,770 168,738
1878,0 73673,2 1696,5 -7,585 79,765 -5,856 ,033 9,750 1,749 168,302
1880.0 73216,0 1676.0 -8,058 79,685 -4,319 ,126 9,753 1,728 168,109
1882,0 72738,0 1655,6 -8,502 79,656 -3,292 ,456 9,725 1,708 168,086
1884,0 72240.8 1635,8 -8,938 79,560 -4,758 ,400 9,569 1,688 168,281
1886,0 71725,2 1613,3 -9,387 79,330 -5,477 -,065 9,46_ 1,667 168,167
1888.0 71192,2 1590.0 -9,829 79,i13 -4,422 -,296 9,575 1.6_5 168,024
' 1890,0 70644,1 1566,9 -10.230 78,986 -2.537 -,053 9.547 1,623 167,966
1892,0 70082,8 1544,3 -10,628 78,823 -3,421 -,029 9,467 1,602 168,119
1894,0 69508,8 1525,0 -I0,994 78,622 -3,673 -,155 9,38_ 1,585 169,271
1896,0 68923,4 1505,8 -Ii.349 78,408 -3,687 -,350 9,326 1,569 170,535
1898,0 68327,7 1486,8 -11,675 78,225 -2,697 -,365 9,_01 1,553 171,903
1900,0 67724,3 1469,1 -11,946 78,223 -1,884 -,080 9,424 1,536 173,300
1902.0 67115.6 1451.9 -12.177 78,218 -3,402 -,125 9,302 1,519 174,699
1904,0 66502,9 1434,9 -12,401 78,182 -3,481 -,236 9,118 1,503 176,165
1906.0 65887,0 1417.2 -12,606 78,124 -I,309 -,036 8,904 1,485 177,333
1908,0 65268,7 1398,4 -12,847 77,947 -i,380 ,042 8,708 1.466 178,052
1910,0 64646,9 1379,5 -13,091 77.801 -,571 .226 8,665 1,447 178,733
1912,0 64022,8 1360.2 -13,312 77,701 -i.414 .413 8,_76 1,427 179,407
1914,0 63397,2 1338,6 -13,553 77.678 -3,241 ,339 8,339 1,408 179,955
1916,0 62770,6 1319,0 -13,784 77,444 -4,419 -,075 8,159 1,389 180,857
1918,0 62143,2 1300,2.`°-14,012 77,112 -3,916 -,583 7,988 1,371 181,839
ST13BET USING NOAAi3(6i_4)_INERTIAL-BT13M23_NXO_81DYN, DATA, PAGE 33
TIME ALTD.E vELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) ..(.FPS)..............(DEG) ... (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1920,0 61514,2 1281,7 -14,253 .76,860 -2,035 -,747 7,973 1,354 182,871
1922.0 60885.0 1263.6 -14.441 76.660 -i.855 .848 7.900 1.337 183.955
1924.0 60257.2 12_45._....JI4.61Z 76.%88 -.469 -.906 7.876 1.319 184.932
1926.0 59632,1 1227.9 -14.730 76.535 2.936 -.311 7.771 1.303 186.011
1928.0 59011.5 1210.7 : -14.834 76.668 3.785 .056 7.600 1.286 187.099
1930.0 58395.2 [193.1 u14.948 76.758 2.716 -.562 7_534 1.269 187.951
1932.0 57783.7 1173.6 "15.073 76.943 7.608 .i04 7.432 1.248 187.528
1934.0 57176.4 i153.2 -15.246 77.204 7.196 -.095 7.425 1.226 186.416
1936.0 56573.1 i132.7......_15.410.....77.542 8.920 .053 7.852 1.203 185.110
1938.0 55980.4 iII0.4 -15.310 78.011 9.240 .240 7.710 1.178 i82.887
1940.0 5539_.2 1087.4 -15.429 78.545 9.699 .530 7.475 1.151 179.930
1942.0 54825.3 I065.4 -15.539 78.866 -.848 .850 7.541 1.126 177.171
1944.0 54259.4 1044.7 -15.638 78.690 -7.035 .680 7.473 1.102 174.657!
1946.0 53699.7 1024.4 -15.832 78.231 -9.396 .418 7.284 1.079 172.127
1948.0 53142.2 1005.4 -16.108 77.693 -I0.137 .232 7.197 1.058 169.915
1950.0 52585.3 988.0 -16.431 77.112 -i0.885 -.199 6.907 1.038 168.277
1952.0 52025.2 971.8 -16.853 76.650 -8.975 -.236 6.919 1.020 167.021
1954.0 5146i.i 957.3 .....-17,218 76,244 -8.067 -.253 6.989 1.004 166.470
1956.0 50894.0 944.4 "17.561 75.887 -6.Z59 -.322 7.028 .990 166.392
1958.0 50324.0 933.3 -17.873 75.603 -5.406 -.303 6.957 .978 166.839
1960.0 49750.6 923.6 -i8.187 75.454 -4._85 .141 7.016 .966 167.513
1962.0 49172.3 916.0 -18.569 75.236 -6.000 .381 6.807 .956 168.876
1964.0 48586.3 911.0 -i8.912 74.794 -5.246 .025 6.934 .950 171.562
1966.0 47995.2 907.0 ....._i9.046 ....74.52Z -3.096 .071 7.542 .945 174.662
1968.0 47407.2 902.5 -18.952 74.435 -2.090 .449 7.580 .939 177.489
1970.0 46827.3 896.4 -18.765 74.252 -I.058 .422 7.572 .932 179.718
1972.0 46256.4 .....889_5 .....Ll8_ 622 74.081 .683 .232 7.446 .924 181.701
1974.0 §5693.8 885.3 "18.399 74.163 -1.510 .274 7.479 .919 184.773
1976.0 45142.1 881.7 -18,079 74.093 -2.794 .333 7.129 .915 188.062
1978.0 44598.3 880.8 "-18.024 74.087 -Z.I08 .466 6.263 .913 _192,275
STI3BET USING NDAAI3(6i8_)_INERTIAL-BTI3M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA, PAGE 3_
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1980,0 44051,7 87g,6 -18,266 74,106 -2,055 ,575 5.788 .911 196.496
1982.0 43_99,2 871,I -18.617 73,668 -2,204 .316 5.815 .gO2 197.530
1984.0 429_3._ 863.7 -18,813 73.329 -1.877 ,061 5,923 .894 199.389
1986,0 42387.2 858,3 -18,981 73.412 -2.031 .317 5,72_ ,889 202,670
1988,0 41828.8 854,5 -19,165 73.450 -2,041 ,686 5,518 .886 _06.687
1990,0 41267,g 851.7 -19.319 73.222 -3.443 ,090 5,2_7 ,884 211,239
1992.0 _0703.4 848.9 -19.523 73.132 -.547 -.332 5.206 ,882 216.519
1994,0 40136.1 844,8 -19,720 73.185 -,217 ,522 %.928 ,880 221,508
1996,0 39565,9 839,9" -19,933 73,018 -7,604 ,701 _,888 .877 226,198
1998.0 38994.4 835.0 -20.065 72.130 -16,200 .682 4,905 ,873 230,226
2000.0 38422,0 831.8 -20.251 70,612 -25.457 ,005 4,690 .867 233.416
2002,0 37841,8 827.8 -20.828 08.541 -34,637 -,011 4.978 ,860 236.360
2004.0 37248.1 822.3 -21._43 6_,692 -41,869 .240 5.819 ,852 238,628
2006,0 36644,6 814.3 -21.973 62.119 -_6.826 .313 6,363 ,841 239.177
o_ 2008,0 36033,9 805.0 -22,440 57.866 -49.491 .091 7,136 ,828 239,028
2010,0 35422,1 795.2 -22,663 52.880 -50.363 -,062 7.536 .815 238.537
2012,0 34813,3 785,6 -22,935 _7,769 -50,_50 -,080 7,05_ ,803 237,893
2014.0 34202,3 776.8 -23.276 42.703 -49.481 -,046 7.530 ,791 237,572
2016.0 33594,1 765,0 -23.409 37.799 -46 175 ,051 7,803 ,776 235,317
2018,0 32997.3 753,4 -23.149 32,875 -43341 .I08 7.747 .762 233,205
2020.0 32413,8 745,4 -22,971 28,602 -41,_13 .137 7,509 ,752 233,536
2022.0 31841.7 738.1 -22.782 24,286 -42,786 .215 7,144 .743 233,907
2024,0 31276,2 731.8 -22,733 19,807 -42.593 -,Og6 7,i19 ,735 234.721
2026.0 30718.7 726.4 -22.527 15.487 -40,974 -.259 7,160 ,727 235.627
2028,0 30171,6 720.8 -22.282 11.213 -40.851 -,193 7,050 .719 236,245
2030.0 29635.3 712.9 -21.981 6.787 -41.963 -.244 7,196 ,708 234.574
2032.0 29108,9 705,9 -21,956 2.401 -43,787 -,074 7.292 .698 233.374
2034,0 28588,2 698,5 -21,921 -2,476 -44,569 ,095 7,734 .689 232,476
2036,0 28074.7 690,9 -21,794 -7.519 -41,690 -,016 7,634 ,680 231,309
2038,0 27571,9 686,2 -21,366 -12,058 -40,31g -,148 7,540 ,673 231,902
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
{SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF|
2040,0 27082,0 680.5 -20.944 -16.605 -39.482 -.114 7,688 .666 231.708
2042,0 26607.1 675.5 -20,413 -20.990 -36.141 -.065 7,434 ,659 231.692
2044.0 26149.8 669.4 -19.639 -25.267 -36.402 -.109 7.552 .651 230.820
2046,0 25711.7 661.8 -19.045 -29.594 -34.195 -.281 7.495 .643 228,771
2048.0 25293,7 654.3 -18.344 -33.678 -32.317 -,439 7.189 .634 226.548
2050.0 24892,6 647.7 117.880 -37.328 -30.607 -.395 6,890 ,626 224.826
2052.0 24501,5 642,4 -17.716 -40.920 -31,417 -o445 6.893 .620 223.905
2054,0 24115.2 638.3 -17.698 -44.541 -32.353 -.306 7.046 ,615 223.777
2056.0 23731,9 635.2 -17,492 -48,459 -33,359 -.226 7,583 .610 224,361
2058.0 23357,2 631,9 -17.151 -52,719 -34.980 -.400 7,685 ,606 224.675
2060,0 22992,5 628,5 -16,637 -57,273 -35,927 -,582 7,678 e602 224.869
2062.0 22638,3 625,5 -16.455 -61.546 -37,152 -.750 7.481 .598 225.324
2064,0 22289.9 622,6 -16.022 -65,677 -32.780 -,668 7.910 .595 225.886I
2066,0 21956,3 619,3 -15.308 -69,596 -32,566 -.452 7,898 ,591 225,931
2068,0 21636.6 616.0 -14.844 -73.587 -31.918 -.343 7.500 .587 225.808
2070.0 21324,1 613,5 -14,724 -77.278 -32.186 -,376 7.479 .583 226.247
2072,0 21015,9 610.7 -14,487 -81,131 -32,126 -,395 7.514 .580 226.343
2074.0 20713,3 608,3 -14,383 -84.926 -32.855 -,488 7,021 ,577 226.753
2076.0 20408.5 607.0 -14.672 -88.641 -34.470 -.464 7.068 .575 227.955
2078.0 20099,4 605.9 -14.927 -92.501 -35.722 -.430 6.694 .573 229,314
2080.0 19780.8 605,5 -15,518 -96,598 -36.982 -.387 6.818 .572 231,341
2082.0 19452.4 605,3 -16,009 -100,875 138.457 -.295 6.481 .571 233.709
2084,0 19109.8 605.8 -16.672 -i05,255 -39.986 -,183 6,887 .571 236,674
2086.0 18753,5 607,9 -17.372 -109,852 -42,643 -.042 7,174 .572 241.023
2088,0 18383.4 610.0 -17,920 -114.947 -43.809 .153 7.132 .573 245.549
2090.0 18000.9 612.0 118,261 -120.315 -43.911 e164 7,409 .574 250.171
2092,0 17611.4 613,5 -18.627 -125.669 -44.042 .209 7.359 ,575 254.533
2094,0 17217.5 613,9 -18,619 -131.182 -41.930 .211 7.047 .574 258,157
2096.0 16822.8 614,1 -18.486 -136,458 -39.973 .112 6.834 .574 261.503
2098,0 16430.5 614.5 1--18.547 -141.248 -38.401 -.035 6.324 .573 265.143
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT} (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-) (PSF)
2100.0 16036,6 614.4 -18,508 -145.787 -36.522 -.012 6.175 .572 268.223
2102.0 15642.9 612.9 -18.603 -150.091 -36.542 -.034 6.066 .569 269,928
2104,0 15249.5 610,2 -18.558 -154.379 -33,104 .012 5.7%1 ,566 270.5%6
2106.0 14857.5 607.5 -18.732 -158.012 -30.935 -.057 5.346 .562 271.256
2108.0 14462.6 605.2 -18.888 -161.430 -29.381 -.006 5.436 .559 272.397
2110.0 14067,7 603,3 -18,842 -164.717 -25,772 .029 5.486 ,557 273.923
2112.0 13677.2 603.7 -18.559 -167.525 -18,997 -.029 5.003 ,556 277.903
2114.0 13291.7 603.9 -i8.259 -i69.428 -11.608 -.000 4.730 .556 281.695
2116.0 12910.6 605.9 -18.232 -170.677 -5.736 -.205 4.182 ,557 287.146
2118.0 12525.6 607.1 -18.k26 -171,002 .086 -.162 4.191 .558 292.515
2120,0 12136.6 608.6 -18.522 -171.246 .520 -.284 3.940 ,55g 297,605
2122.0 11744.5 605.7 -18.787 -171,406 .682 -.270 3.880 .555 298,236
2124,0 11355.7 595.6 -18.574 -171.548 .617 -,128 3.716 .545 291.627
2126.0 10972.7 585.4 -19.016 -171.836 -1.137 -.137 3 318 ,535 284.839
2128.0 i0582,i 581.3 -i9.595 -i72.242 -.910 -.183 3.740 .530 28k.07I
2130,0 I0183.3 578.8 -20.313 -i72.357 1.054 -.093 3.712 .527 284.84I
2132.0 9778.0 575.4 -20.328 -172.490 -I.199 -.021 4.139 ,523 284.892
2134,0 9378.7 570.3 -20.143 -172,586 -1.310 -.I08 4.081 .518 283.245
2136.0 8985,7 565,5 -19.967 -172,528 1.027 -.023 %.277 .513 281.861
2138.0 8600.1 562,8 -19,677 -172.201 1.630 -.194 %.302 ,509 282.333
2140.0 8221.7 559.1 -19,315 -i71,9Ii ,901 .093 4.384 .505 281.718
2i%2,0 7854.3 553.6 -i8.875 -I71,795 -.225 -.102 4.28I .500 279.279
2144.0 7496.4 547.0 -18.752 -171.642 .838 -.213 4.370 .493 275.467
2146.0 7143,1 541.7 -18.772 -171,428 1.334 -,451 4,584 .488 272,911
2148,0 6793,8 536.6 -18.735 -171.073 1.124 -.221 4,554 ,483 270.578
2150.0 6446.3 532,3 -18,819 -171.389 -,735 -.349 4.724 .478 268,703
2152,0 6098,5 528,9 -19.146 -171.771 -.092 -.236 %,764 ,47% 267.804
215%.0 5748,2 528.5 -19.147 -171,686 1,126 ,055 4.790 .%73 270.036
2156.0 5397.8 531.4 -19.038 -171.53% -2,002 .030 4.720 .%75 275.907
2158.0 5048,7 532,9 -18.906 -171,687 -2.338 -.183 4.408 .476 280.309
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(618_}_INERTIAL-BT13M23_NX0681 DYN. DATA. PAGE 37
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
2160.0 4699.5 531.0 -19.09_ -171.386 .044 -.04_ 4.420 .474 281.801
2162,0 4346,6 530,2 -19.331 -170,606 2,326 ,706 4,809 ,47_ 284,893
2164.0 3991,4 531,2 -19,527 -169,945 -,323 1.251 _,761 ,475 289,983
2166.0 3633,3 538,8 -18,815 -170.520 -2,144 ,468 5.553 ,483 303.446
2168,0 3296.5 546.4 -16.852 -170,881 1,048 -,494 6,005 .491 317,395
2170.0 2998,9 549,7 -14,438 -170,305 3,846 -.239 5,658 .495 326.102
2172.0 2744,7 546.7 -11,804 -169,448 2.733 ,715 6,100 .493 327.188
217_,0 2545,1 537,7 -8.960 -169,151 -,256 .872 6,263 .487 320,512
2176,0 2400,9 525.8 -6,218 -169,562 -1,022 ,240 6,137 ,477 309,264
2178,0 2300,7 512,7 -4,672 -169,486 ,143 ,363 5,98_ .466 296,041
2180,0 2232,3 494,5 -2,716 -169.333 1.920 ,806 6,325 ,449 276.146
2182.0 2193.4 475.i -i.733 -169.078 1.464 .866 5.954 .432 254.956
2184,0 2166.2 456.6 11,433 -168,739 ,056 1.035 5.942 .415 235.475
I 2186.0 2140.9 439.4 -I.%04 -168.741 -3.5_2 1.288 6.547 .399 218.038
_ 2188.0 2119.8 422.8 -.886 -169.205 -2.095 1.729 7.174 .384 201.885
' 2190,0 2112,3 _06,1" ,00_ 1169,523 -i,I09 1,600 6.538 ,369 186,287
2192.0 2109.2 391.0 -.157 -169.787 -.547 1.470 6.574 .355 172.670
2194.0 2106.5 376.6 .042 -169.887 .311 1.390 6.398 .342 160.188
2196.0 2104.7 362._ .169 -169.906 .003 1.36_ 5.9_i .329 1_8.301
2198.0 2104.8 348.8 .310 -169.941 -.049 .721 5.169 .317 137.400
2200.0 2105.8 335,9 .171 -169.480 -.g13 .066 5.561 .305 127.390
2202.0 2105.8 322.9 .170 -168.977 -.242 .640 5.422 .293 117.771
220_.0 2105.7 309.4 _ ,182 -168.832 .068 .674 5.211 .281 108.137
2206.0 2105.8 296.2 .193 -168.637 .382 1.381 4.938 .269 99.077
2208.0 2105.5 282.0 .121 -169.177 .371 1.257 3,494 .256 89.830
2210.0 2105.0 265.8 .i05 -168.980 .032 .855 1.519 .241 79.787
22i2.0 2104.5 242.5 ............ '226 l --168,991 .264 1.084 -2.038 .220 66.394
2214.0 2103.9 219.6 .418 -168.975 .256 1.047 -3.551 .200 54.479
2216.0 2104.3 205.4 .188 -169.024 .472 2.161 -3.652 .187 47.669
2218.0 2104.1 192.2 .120 -170.256 .373 1.571 -3.648 .175 _I.715
_##**###_####_*##**#_##*_##****#*_*_**#*_**_***_*_**_*_******#*_#_####*##*#**#*#*###**#*##
STI3BET USING NOAAI3(6iB4)_INERTIAL-BT13M23,NX0681 DYN. DATA, PAGE 38 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGM&A BETAA ALPHAA HACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
2220.0 2104,0 177,5 ,264 -170,078 ,I19 ,820 -3,889 ,161 35.596
2222.0 2104,2 158,8 ,178 -170.113 .170 1,055 -3,734 .144 28,489
222_,0 2104,1 140,3 .220 -169,599 .097 .447 -3,859 .127 22,236
2226,0 2104.3 123,0 ,190 -168,993 ,177 1,248 -3,823 .I12 17.072
2228,0 210_,4 106,9 ,185 -168,637 ,038 1,073 -3,877 .097 12.897
2230,0 210_,5 91.2 ...... ,224 -168.353 ,142 1,659 -3,938 ,083 9,385
2232,0 210_,5 75,9 .162 -167,249 ,076 1,503 -3.872 .069 6,509
2234,0 2104.7 61,1 .290 -166,874 .168 2.398 -3.997 .056 4,218
2236,0 2104.7 47.6 ........ .i31 -166.744 .144 2.934 -3.822 ,043 2.563
2238,0 2104.6 35.6 ,i13 -166.494 ,132 3.733 -3.808 ,032 1,432
2240,0 2104.7 27,9 .118 -165,189 .136 4.987 -3,772 .025 ,879
2242.0 2104,7 21.7 .036 -163,477 ,108 6.376 -3,735 ,020 .532






D.I STS-13 Output Products
(a) FILES
NAME USER CATALOG DESCRIPTION
BTI3M23 169750N Final reconstructed trajectory
(40 word format per AMA 81-1)
STI3BET 274885C Final extended BET
(66 word format per AMA 81-11)
NAVBTI3 389102C STS-II onboard nav BET
(66 word format)
NOAAI3 581199C Final LAIRS file
TRWSTI3 274885C Reformatted JSC/TRW BET
(66 word format)
IMACPI3 274885C Signal difference file (IMU2-ACIP)
b) TAPES
REEL NO. DESCRIPTION
NC0728 STS-13 AEROBET (201 words per AMA 82-9)
NC0740 Duplicate of above
NC0760 25 Hz IMU2 GTFILE (62 words per AMA81-20)
NC0757 25 Hz ACIP GTFILE (62 words per AMA 81-20)
NC0703 25 Hz bias rectified ACIP file for GTFILE generation
NG0162 25 Hz IMU2 body axes @ ACIP (epoch: 46890s GMT)
NX0472 25 Hz edited, "thinned", ACIP data (epoch: 46890s GMT)
NL0507 Final STS-13 residuals for BTI3M23
NX0470 Edited tracking tape
NX0683 1Hz 01-2 for AEROBET
NX0681 20 Hz IMU2 file in body axes for STI3BET, AEROBET,
and GTFILE (calibrated per BTI3M23 solution)
NL0239 Dynamic data (input for trajectory reconstruction)-
20 Hz IMU2 data in platform coordinates (second
CDC record)
-136-





NT0774 01-5 (source for RGAI/AAI data)
NT0752 OI-4













NC0911 JSC/TRW tracking data
NU0316 Goddard Space Flight Center data
ST5673 AFFTC theodolite data
(d) Other
REEL NO. DESCRIPTION
NK0112 JSC/TRW Descent BET
ST5674 Jimsphere data (balloon i; landing - 5 hours)
ST5675 Jimsphere data (balloon 2; landing - 3 hours)
ST5676 Jimsphere data (balloon 3; landing - i_ hours)
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